




HANDS-ON PLC PROGRAMMING 
(PART 1) 

Last month we described a low-cost Programmable Logic 
Controller system, the Micro PLC. This system uses an 
instruction set which is largely similar to that of the well- 
known SAlA PCs from Landls & Gyr. The short course we start 
this month begins with a general description of a typical 
industrial PLC. Next, we leave the hardware altogether, and 
concentrate on software only. 

PART 1 : THE INDUSTRIAL PLC 
Software by J. Joostens 

I N last month's article on the Micro take its modest setup into account. 
PLC it was explained that a PLC is Arguably, the Micro PLC is not suitable 

basically a computer which has a host for the control of a complex industrial 
of facilities geared to controlling an in- process involving a large number of 
dustrial process in a simple but most operations. It is great. however. for 
efficient way. This applies equally to many smaller applications, for in- 
the Micro PLC. although you have to stance. a traffic lights controller. 

General layout of a PLC 
Before attempting to explore the exact 
operation of a PLC. it may be useful to 
have a look at  the block diagram in 
Fig. 1. This diagram shows all major 
parts of the unit. arranged in a logical 
layout. 

The cont ro l  s y s t e m  of the PLC is 
the program core which arranges the 
overall operation of the PLC. This core 
is usually located in a ROM or EPROM. 
With the Micro PLC. it is loaded in the 
processor's internal EPROM memory. 
Thanks to the control program. the 
user is able to write an  application 
program which may be read, inter- 
preted and, of course, executed by the 
PLC. Apart from that function, the 
control system also takes care of the 
communication with the 1 / 0  functions 
and the peripherals connected to the 
system. With a n  industrial PLC, the 
control system is usually so powerful 
that the user is given the opportunity 
to debug his/her software. 

Fig. 1. Block diagram of a typical industrial PLC. The function of the blocks shown here is discussed in the text. 
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Bit and register memories may be 
found in most PLCs. These memories 
enable current values of variables to 
be stored while the program is being 
executed. A special location is reserved 
for the accumulator, which is a regis- 
ter used by nearly all instructions. 

The register memory allows the 
storage of different types of number. 
both binary and BCD. The size of the 
memory location may be 8 bits (byte1 
or 16 bits (word). Register memories 
are mainlv used for the processing of 
analogue signals, and thd reading &d 
orocessine of BCD values. If available 
in the PLC. timers. counters and shift 
registers also make use of the internal 
registers. 

The user memory contains the code 
for the application program to be run 
by the PLC. Usually, this i s  a RAM area 
with battery backup. In many cases. 
PLCs also allow the user program to be 
stored in EPROM or EEPROM. A spe- 
cial ZIF socket then enables system 
developers to supply a PLC which is 
tailored and ready-programmed for a 
specific application. 

The text memory is used to define 
a number of messages which the PLC. 
depending on certain situations, sends 
to a terminal or a printer, with or with- 
out additional information. It is usu- 
ally possible to incorporate the register 
contents or the time into the message. 
Here is an  example of such a message: 

* * *  ERROR 04 "* Oven temperature 
too high! 

The watchdog increases the stability 
of the applications running on the 
PLC. As soon a s  the watchdog is ac- 
tive, the PIC program is forced to ad- 
dress the timer at certain intervals. If  
that does not happen in time, for in- 
stance, when the system has crashed. 
the watchdog is actuated, and gener- 
ates an  alarm signal for the user. If  de- 
sired, the watchdog may also generate 
a signal to re-initialize the PLC. and re- 
start the user program. 

Fig. 2. The switching levels pertalnlng to a 
PLC lnput are clearly defined. Only a level 
between +8 V and c15 V does not have a 
clear logic level. 

mar.. 

Manual mode: this enables outputs to 
be switched on and off manually. This 
function comes in handy while testing 
fans. valves, signal lights. etc. which 
are connected to the PLC's output. 
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PLC modes of operation 

- 

A PLC may operate in different modes 
which may be actuated via a switch, or 
a command received via the RS232 
port. The main modes found on most 
PLCs are: 

1 W>-,l 

About inputs 
Ordinary PLC inputs play an impor- 
tant role in the process of reading 
switch states and detector states. 
Depending on the application. PLC in- 
puts may be realized in a number of 

ways. Most inputs. however. are com- 
patible with direct voltages between 
0 V and 24 V. In rare cases. PLC in- 
puts may even be suitable for direct 
connection to the mains. Figure 2 
shows the input characteristic of a 
typical PLC input using switching lev- 
els of 0 V and 24 V. Note that the range 
between 8 V and 15 V is not defined. 
Apart from differences a s  regards the 
input voltage levels, PLC inputs may 
also be classified according to the 
presence or absence of electrical isola- 
tion. The drawing in Fig. 3 shows how 
a 24-V PLC input may be provided 
with electrical isolation. The permissi- 
ble input voltage may lie between 
-40 VDC and + l 0  VDC. The inputs are 
symmetrical for direct voltages as  well 
a s  RF noise. The integrated RF filter 
suppresses noise caused by electro- 
magnetic interference. The actual elec- 
trical isolation goes on account of an  
opto-isolator, whose output signal is 
filtered by a simple RC network which 
introduces a delay of 8 to 10 ms. 
Thanks to this delay, even pulsating 
signals applied to the input are recog- 
nized a s  a direct voltage. 

About outputs 
The outputs of a PLC are used to 
switch loads such as  magnetic valves. 
small motors and signal lights. Jus t  as  
with the inputs. PLCs differ in respect 
of the practical realization of their out- 
puts. Usually. the outputs have either 
an  open collector, a relay or a triac. 
Most open-collector outputs are capa- 
ble of switching voltages between 5 
and 36 VDC at a maximum current of 
1 A. Here, too. there are versions with 
and without electrical isolation. 

In practice, there is a large differ- 
ence between switching the positive 
voltage and switching ground via 
open-collector outputs. With switching 

Programming Mode: this mode en- 
ables the user to put the application 
program into the PLC's memory. 
Execute Program: in this mode. the 
PLC actually executes the user pro- 
gram. 
Single-step mode: this allows the 
user program to be executed step-by- 
step. In some cases PLCs may use 
breakpoints. This mode is  very useful Fig. 3. Structure of a PLC lnput wlth electrical isolation, an RF filter which suppresses elec- 
for the debugging of a program. tromagnetic interference. 
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the system is programmed to sort 
products on a conveyer belt in a ware- 
house. 

Vanity features 
Today's PLCs may be taken up in a 
network just like PCs. but only if a 
special network card is  installed. In 
principle, it is even possible to incor- 
porate PLCs into an existing PC net- 
work. Furthermore. a number of 
special buses are in use. These so- 
called field buses. for instance. 
Interbus-S or Profibus, see rapid ac- 
ceptance and increasing popularity. 
Most PLCs have a modular structure. 
They consist of a basic system which 
can be given extra functionality by 
adding insertion cards. The basic sys- 
tem comprises a power supply, a CPU. 
some memory and a limited number of 
inputs and outputs. In some cases. 
there is even a fast counter input and 
an AD/DA card. Modern PLCs can be 
fitted with 128 inputs and outputs 
without problems. 

The Micro PLC 
After a cursory look a t  the structure 
and applications of industrial PLCs it 
is time to get back to our Micro PLC. In 
the previous instalment we already 
printed a quick rundown of the in- 
struction set. This month we discuss 
each instruction in detail. 

NOP no operation 
STH reads the specified input, output 
or the specified auxiliary memory, and 
copies the contents to the accumula- 
tor. 

STL as STH, however the level read is 
inverted before it is copied into the ac- 
cumulator. 
ANH oerforms a loeic function between ~7 

the current accumulator contents and 
the level read from the specified input. 
output, or aux. memory. 
ANL a s  ANH, however the AND func- 
tion is performed between the current 
accumulator contents and the inverted 
level read from the specified input. 
output, or aux. memory. 
ORH Performs a logic OR operation be- 
tween the current accumulator con- 
tents and the level read from the 
specified input, output or aux. mem- 
ory. 
ORL as ORH. however the OR function 
is performed between the current ac- 
cumulator contents and the inverted 
level read from the specified input. 
output. or aux. memory. 
XOR performs a logic XOR function 
between the current accumulator con- 
tents and the level read from the spec- 
ified input. output or aux. memory. 
CPA inverts the current contents of 
the accumulator. 
OUT writes the level contained in the 
accumulator to the specified output or 
aux. memory. 
SE0 writes a high level to the specified 
output or aux. memory. 
RE0 writes a low level to the specified 
output or aux. memory. 
CPO inverts the level of the specified 
output or aux. memory. 
DLY generates delays between 0.1 s 
and 25 S. Operand indicates delay in 
0.1 S. 
ICR Copies specified operand into 
counter. 
INC increments counter by 1. 

Fig. 6. The Mlcro PLC described in the December 1995 issue of Elektor Electronics Is Smaller 
and more compact than an industrial type. None the less, it will flnd many applications where 
It can be used successfully. 

DEC decrements counter by l .  
CCR compares contents of counter to 
specified operand. If the two are equal. 
the accumulator is set. If not. the ac- 
cumulator is cleared (reset). 
JMP jumps unconditionally to the 
specified location. Location should be 
between 16 and 63. 
JIO jumps to specified location if accu- 
mulator has a high level. Location 
should be between 16 and 63. I f  the 
accumulator has a low level. the pro- 
gram simply continues with the next 
instruction. 
JIZ jumps to specified location if accu- 
mulator has a low level. Location 
should be between 16 and 63. If  the 
accumulator has a high level, the pro- 
gram simply continues with the next 
instruction. 
WIH wait as long as specified input is 
high. This instruction may not refer to 
outputs or aux. memories. 
WIL wait as long as specified input is 
low. This instruction may not refer to 
outputs or aux. memories. 
WTO writes specified operand (be- 
tween 0 and 63 binary) to the outputs 
(6 to 11). 
SEA set accumulator. 
REA reset accumulator. 
RPM return from run mode to program 
mode. 
VER transmits software version num- 
ber via the serial interface. 

External instructions in  program- 
ming mode 

chr(0) to chr(250): data: increased by 
one (for acknowledgement) and re- 
turned. 
chr(251): returns the status of inputs 
0 to 5 as a binary number (0-631, fol- 
lowed by a 'hash' character (#l. 
chr(252): returns the status of out- 
puts 6 to 11 a s  a binary number (O- 
63). followed by a 'hash' character l#). 
chr(253): expects a number between 0 
and 63. and writes it to the outputs. 
On completion of this instruction. a # 
is returned. 
chr(254): transmits the software ver- 
sion number in the form 
CR/LF<string> CR/LF '#'. 
chr(255) ends programming mode. 
and switches to run mode. 

About MicroPLC.exe 
The program is launched a s  follows: 

microplc.exe Ioptionsl <enter> 

where the options are -com2. -corn3 
and -com4. The default option is coml. 
If a colour screen is used, you should 
use the DOS command SET 
COLOR=ON <enter> before running 
'microplc'. Colour use may be switched 
off again by typing SET COLOR= 
<enter>. After starting the program 
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HANDS-ON PLC PROGRAMMING (1) 11 

- \licro arc experts in  rlis li?ld oi'Sur\cillance. Cci~~ntrr-Sur\eillancc. 1 rc~nsniiuing R Rccr.i\ing cquipmellt. , We stock the largest range of top quality kits and built units at unbeatable prices. Not to mention our efficient 
1 mail order service. All our products are tried and tested and come with an unconditional guarantee that includes 
I that ALL our products are on sale throughout Londons West End shops and around Europe sold as professional 
equipment at many times the cost. We accept all major credit cards, P.O. and cheques. 

I 
* MICRO ROOM TRANSMITTER £15.00 
* 5 MILE BROADCASTING TRANSMITTER £29.00 
* MAINS POWERED TRANSMITTER £ 17.00 
* SIGNAL STRENGTH METER £19.00 
* REMOTE CONTROL SYSTEM £45.00 
* REMOTE CONTROL ROOM TRANSMITTER £33.00 
* MINIATURE HIGH GAIN AMPLIFIER £12.00 
* CRYSTAL CONTROLLED ROOM TRANSMITTER S35 
* CRYSTAL TELEPHONE TRANSMITTER £29.00 

* CRYSTAL CONTROLLED RECEIVER £60.00 
* SCRAMBLED ROOMtTELEPHONE SYSTEM 
* MMlATURE TELEPHONE TRANSMITTER £12.00 
* ROOM & TELEPHONE TRANSMITTER £1 8.00 
* TELEPHONE RECORDING SWITCH £13.00 
* VOICE ACTIVATED ROOM TRANSMITTER £17.00 
* TRACKING TRANSMITTER £1 8.00 
* TELEPHONE TAP DEFEAT SYSTEM £13.00 
* ROOMITELEPHONE BUG LOCATOR £45.00 

l * JUSTTELEPHONE OR WRITE FOR A FREE COPY OFYOUR CATALOGUE * 

you are presented with a number of Numerical 
options, which may be selected via a allows the contents of one specific lo- 
menu. cation in the buffer to be modified. 

This method may be used to make 
Load Buffer with File minor changes to the program. The 
prompts you for a file name. and user should ensure however that no 
copies this file into the buffer. The invalid program steps are created. 
length of the file must be 48 bytes (as 
generated by microplc). Program Microplc 

Doumload & Autostart 
Save buffer to File Buffer data are sent to the PLC via the 
writes data contained in the buffer to a serial link. When this option is se- 
file specified by the user. If the speci- lected. the program waits for the user 
fied file name already exists. the user to reset the PLC. If the transmission of 
is notified. the buffer contents does not start 

within two seconds after the PLC has 
Edit Buffer Contents been reset, the serial link has be 
Mnemonics checked. In that case. you may inter- 
allows the user to enter the program rupt the program by pressing any key. 
with the aid of mnemonics. Microplc 
always starts from location 16. The Restart Program 
program can be made to return to the allows you to switch the PLC to run 
main menu by typing END. The pro- mode when the program to be exe- 
gram a s  entered is then available in cuted is already in the PLC's memory. 
numerical form in the buffer. Non- and the PLC itself is in programming 
used program locations in the buffer mode. 
are automatically filled with the 
value 26 (RPM. return to Program Preset Outputs 
Mode). Because it is practically impos- ON 
sible to enter invalid instructions. this If on. this option causes the PLC out- 
is the best way to enter PLC programs. puts to he initialized with a certain 
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value (preset value) before the actual 
program is started. This initialization 
is performed automatically when the 
menu options 'Download & Autostart' 
and 'Restart Program' are selected. 

OFF 
Turns the above option off. All outputs 
are off when the program is started. 

Reset Value 
Enables the preset value on the out- 
puts to be modified. The value is indi- 
cated in binary form. 

Serial Port 
allows you to change to another serial 
port than the one stated when the pro- 
gram was invoked. You may select one 
of COMl through COM4. 

Exit Microplc 
leaves the program. and returns the 
PC to DOS. 

That concludes the description of the 
instructions offered by the program. 
Some practical programming examples 
will be discussed in next month's in- 
stalment. (960001-1) 



COPYBIT INVERTER 

The copybit eliminator published in the February 1994 issue of 
this magazine has two drawbacks. The first of these is that it 

cannot be used without modifying the digital audio equipment. 
The second is clear from the revisit to the eliminator in the 

September 1995 issue: from time to time, the eliminator needs 
updating - it is not 'future-proof'. The copy-permit converter 

described in this article does not have these drawbacks 

Design by W. Foede 

~ k e  the copybit eliminator pub- L lished in this magazine in the Feb- 
ruary 1994 and September 1995 is- 
sues. the copybit inverter is  a n  inex- 
pensive and simple-to-build circuit for 
inverting the copybit in a digital 
S/PDIF* audio signal to enable users 
to copy [digitally) their own musical 
work many times without degradation 
by the s c ~ s * ' .  

The inverter can be included in the 
S/PDIF link between any digital a.f. 
signal source (such as a DCC recorder. 
a CD player. a DSR receiver) and a 
(second) Dcc recorder without the 
need of opening or modifying any of 
the equipment. During the copying. 
any copybit is inverted and a t  the 
same time the category code is al- 
tered. This means that the S/PDIF sig- 

WARNING. The information in this 
article is intended solely for the 
rerording. processing and copying 
of private musical work. The Editor 
and Publishers disclaim all respon- 
sibility for any use that may in- 
fringe any copyright vested in con-  
merrial co~npacr discs and (digital) 
tape cassettes. 

Category code 
The coding of the S/PDIF has been de- 
scribed in detail in the article on the 
'Copybit eliminator'. The following de- 
scription is therefore limited to the most 
important aspects of it. 

In all domestic audio equipment. the 
format uses sample frequencies of32 kHz. 
44.1 kHz and 48 kHz. These data con- 
tain. amongothers, informationas to the 
copybit. The format reacts to the con- 
tent of the S/PDIF. The SCMS, which in- 
hibits multiple (digital) copying of the 
sourcesignal, can be bypassed a s  shown 
in the flow diagram in Fig. l.  It is not 
sufficient to invert only copybit 1. A s  
the diagram shows. when copying with 
category code 00 000 000 (general) takes 
place, for instance. the copybit is not 
sampled. This means that the record- 
ing has to be passed through a copybit 
eliminator a second time. It is. therefore. 
much safer to set the copybit to (or hold 
it at) 1 and assign to it' the category 

nal so modified is accepted by the code of an apparatus whose copybit is 
recorder a s  if it comes from a CD always sampled. 
player (so that unlimited copying of The present inverter always out- 
the signal becomes possible). The in- puts the category code of a DAT or a 
verter also offers a number of other CD. depending on the input signal. 
facilities, such a s  S/PDiF detection. The code changes automatically. so 

that the subdata in the USER channel 

Brief specification . O p ~ n i n g  or madilication of the alldin rquipment not requirpd 
I 

'Futorr-proof, s in r r  i l  is inrl~pcndent nf lllr calpgnry rod? 
Uniimitrd (dleital) ropyinc of sour?? matmini 
Optirai ot-coaxial inputs and n l ~ t p r ~ t s  as rpquirrd 
s/rulr d r t ~ r l o r  
indiralinn of thr positinn of thr. rnpybtl and automatir srttine; to I l= nqfral 
ropying prrolittrdl 

i 
i 

Indiratian of thc rategory rr,dr and automatic srltinC lo  10 000 000 (Cl>) or 
i l 000 000 (on* 

AES/ICHL Ibrnmt ran  bp ropird . Transpa~.ml 1:SEK~SuI~code cham?ei 
Indication as to a . I~~ the r  opPratian is a s  rarnrcrtt-r or as inaertrr ! . Minimal nomhrr clfl.ornponmts . Nr,n~rriliral srtting rip ~ \ l t h r n ~ t  lesl instrrlmrnts 

* Sony/Philips Digital Interface Format - the consumer version of the AES/EBU standard. This standard was devised by 
the American Audio Engineering Society and the European Broadcasting Union to define the signal format. electrical 
characteristics and connectors to be used for digital interfaces between professional audio products. 
** Serial Copy Management System. 
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COPYBIT INVERTER 15 

RECORDING WITH SPDlF AND SCMS 

PROGRAM FLOWCHART 

Check channel status bit C T 
Studio format 

Disable digital copying. 

l 
Example: DAT 

Category code 8-14 Digital copying allowed 
DAT ID6 bits at 10 

0000000 (general) Digital copying allowed 
or from ADC DAT ID6 bits at l 1  

Digital copying allowed 
points at original DAT ID bits at 10 

Digital copying disabled e3 
Dig. copy allowed 
Dig. copy allowed (1st generation) 
Dig. copy disabled 

Dig copy allowed 
Dig. copy d~sabled 

llOOWOl 
OAT-P 

CDDV bit inverted in interface l 
DAT.P 

DAT 

Fig. 1. Flow diagram of the evaluation process of the copybit in an S/PDIF signal. 

of the relevant equipment are re- 
tained. 

The unit can be used a s  a converter 
with either optical or coaxial inputs 
and outputs without any change in 
the input signal. 

The left-hand and right-hand chan- 
nels each build a subframe of 32 bits. 
which together form a frame of 64 bits 

with a sampling frequency of. say. 
44.1 kHz. A block contains a total of 
192 frames (or 384 subframes) a s  
shown in Fig. 2. The data are trans- 
mitted in biphase mark code. in which 
a bit is split into two bit-cells. In case 
of a digital 0. both cells have the same 
level. that is. 00 or l l .  In case of a 
logic 1. the levels of the cells are in- 

equal. that is. 01 or 10. which means 
that there is a level change at the cen- 
tre of the bit. The longest a level can 
last is thus 1 bit-see Fig. 3. 

This process also mcans that the 
clock is included in the transmitted 
information. 

So as to identifq. the subframes and 
the start of the block. eight bit-cells 
have a bit sequence that does not 
occur in the biphase code-see Fig. 4. 
They are the block preamble B. which 
also identifies the left-hand channel in 
subframe 0. subframe preamble M 
(left-hand channel) and subframe pre- 
amble W [right-hand channel). 

For the inversion of the SCMS. only 
bit 30. the channel status bit C of 
each subframe. is of importance. A 
complete channel status is repeated in 
each block of 384 subframes. The as- 
signment of copy and category is the 
same in both channels. 

The copybit is contained in sub- 
frames 4 and 5. and the category code 
in subframes 16-3 1. 

Bits 30 and 31 in frame 15 have a 
special meaning. The so-called gener- 
ation bit indicates whether the signal 
is an original or a copy. The assign- 
ment of a level for the original signal 
depends o the equipment. When the 
copybit is 0, bits Cls  are sampled. An 
original signal permits one copy. and 
this must be an analogue copy. When 
the copybit is  1. no sampling takes 
place. To avoid any interference in the 
biphase code. two successive bits 
must be altered in the left-hand and 
right-band channels respectively. 

Reverting to the data contained in 
the user bit. only parity bit P needs to 
be considered as adjacent second bit. 
This thus determines the parity. 

Conversion with PLD chip 
The block diagram of the copybit in- 
verter is shown in Fig. 7, and the cir- 
cuit diagram in Fig. 8. 

The digital a.f. signal - 0.5 Vpp into 
75 R - is coupled capacitively to in- 
verter ICi,, which is arranged a s  an 
amplifier. The standard circuit is a n  
inverter with feedback. but this has  
the disadvantage that the circuit 
tends to oscillate with open input. In 
the present circuit, the operating 
point is set permanently with PI. 

Inverter IC,, is followed by a delay 
circuit with a delay time of 120 ns. 

To ensure that both inputs (optical 
and coaxial) provide equal signal 
levels. the output of the opto-receiver. 
which is about 1.5 Vpp is  applied to 
the coaxial input via Rs. A change- 
over switch is not needed, since R8 de- 
couples both inputs adequately. In op- 
tical operation, the signal can thus be 
taken straight from the coaxial socket. 

The direct and delayed signals are 
XOR-gated in IC2 This makes the sig- 
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DETECT 

,C, 

Fig. 7. Block diagram of the copybit inverter. 

printed-circuit board in Fig. 9 should wire bridge underneath ICz. from a CD player set to PAUSE (which 
not present any undue difficulties. All After the board has been finished ensures a very stable signal) to the co- 
Ics, except IC6. should be seated in and thoroughly checked, set the pre- axial input socket. Set switch S1 to 
sockets. Be careful with inserting IC2 sets to the centre of their travel. 44.1/48 kHz. whereupon D3 (category 
into its PLCC socket. Do not forget the Apply an audio signal. preferably code CD) should light. If an oscillo- 

P 
- P 

Fig. 8. Circuit diagram of the copybit inverter. 
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scope or legte analyser is not avail-
able, adjust presets PI, P2 and P3 (in
that order) on to the centre of the sta-
ble LEDindication.
With SI in position 32 kHz, the sig-

nal source must be a DATrecorder, set
to the long-play analogue recording
mode, or a DSR tuner. Carefully re-
adjust P3 (which should not be much)
and rech eck the settings with a signal
from a CD player. For most practical
purposes, these settings are fine.
If more accurate settings of the pre-

sets are required, an oscilloscope is
needed. Apply an a.f. signal at a level
of 0.5 Vpp to the coaxial, not to the op-
tical, input. Set the oscilloscope time
base to 100 ns crrr+ and connect the
instrument to pin 9 of IC3' Adjust PI
so that aIl edges cover one another as
weIl as possible. This ensures that the
operating point of the untt is central-
ized and that the delay of the rising
edge of slgnal 1N2is equal to that of
the trailing edge.
With P2, set the pulse width of the

subframe clock at pin 7 of IC3 to
100-150 ns. If there is an appreciable
difference in dweIl times between the
standard and lorig-play settings, the
value of Rl2 may be adapted accord-
ingly.
If the oscilloscope has a second

time base or x-rnulttplter xl 0, the
copybit (bit 30) corrected to legte 1 in
subframe 4 or 5 can be timed in the
output signal wtth P3 [time base set to
10 (1) us crrr+ and triggering to start
the block at the leading edge of the
cathode stgnal of a lighted LED
(DI-Dg)].
The high and low level portions of

the C-bit set to logic 1 should be
equal or very nearly so. If the P-bit is
inverted from logic 0 to 1, it should be
virtuaIly undistorted.
If the bits away from the block start

are to be checked, the LED voltage
(trigger at trailing edge) associated
with the P-bit can be used for marking
them.
During the setting up, make sure

that the LEDs light over a fairly wide
range. Appreciable differences can be
negated by adapting the value of R13.
As a final check, record the output

of the copybit inverter on a DATor DCC
recorder. Some DATrecorders show
the ID6: this must be 00 both during
recording and subsequent playback of
the recording-see Ftg. 1. Make sure
that D1 lights as an indication that
the unit has correctIy inverted and
processed the input signal.

Parts list
Resistors:
RI' R2 = 10 kQ
R3' ~, RS = 100 Q
R5 = 270 Q
Rt;, R7 = 680 Q
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Fig. 9. Printed -ctrcuit board for the copybit inverter (scale 1: 1).

Fig. 10. Finished prototype board.



SYNCHRONOUS OSCILLATORS 
w en a digital-to-analogue con- 

verter (DAC) is  used in conjunc- 
tion with a CD player. their clocks 
must be in synchrony to make sure 
that the DAC can process the data 
error-free. In practice, this means that 
the clock of the CD player has to be 
applied to the DAc. 

If the DAC is built into the CD 
player, the CD player clock can be ap- 
plied a s  shown in the upper diagram. 
The clock signal is available a t  ITL 
level a t  the output of IClb. The DAC 
clock. IC2,, is synchronized with IC1, 
via P1 and Cs. In practice. PI is set 
just past the point where synchrony 
commences: this ensures that oscilla- 
tor ICZ continues to work when IC1, is 
disabled for whatever reason. 

An important advantage of the de- 
sign is that the circuit does not influ- 
ence the operation of the electronics 
in the CD player (which thus retains 
its original functionality). 

If the DAC is used as a stand-alone 
unit, a transmission line for the data 
and clock signals is required. As 
usual, this is a 75 R coaxial cable. 
The lower diagram shows how this 
setup can be arranged. 

The chosen signal level of 1.5 Vpp is 
more than sufficient to ensure syn- 
chrony. The values of coupling compo- 
nents Pz and Clo are. however. differ- 
ent from those of PI and C6 in the 
upper diagram. 

A drawback of this setup is that the 
oscillator no longer starts sponta- 
neously owing to the increased damp- 
ing. Fortunately, this can be remedied 
readily. Resistor R6 limits the energy 
transferred from the buffer amplifier 
to the crystal. If the value of this re- 
sistor is greatly reduced, even down to 
0 (wire bridge), it will be found that 
the oscillator starts spontaneously 
again. Note that in some CD players Rg 
is replaced by a wire bridge. 

Another remedy is reducing the 
turns ratio of the transformer, which 
increases the level of the clock signal. 

If this is done. the value of Pz can be The oscillator circuit draws a cur- 
increased an that of C10 reduced. The rent of about 10 d. 
load on the oscillator is then smaller. Design by T. Giesberts 
so that it starts spontaneously. 19540371 

Rg = 8.2 kR green S1 = toggle switch with on contact 
RIO = 1 MR DZ-DS = LED. low-current. 3 mm. red B1 = B80C1500. round 
Rll = 390 R Dll-D14 = IN4148 Trl = mains transformer. 6 V. 300 mA 
RI2. RI3 = 2.2 W2 44-pin PLCC socket for IC2 
R14 = 330 R Integrated circuits: Enclosure 120x40~70 mm 
R15 = resistor array. 8.1 kR IC1 = 74HC04 PC6 Order no. 950104* 
PI = preset. 2.2 kR ICz = EPM7032LC44-l5 (Alteral. pro- 
P2. P3 = preset. 4.7 W2 grammed with software 956513.1' * Combination packet Order no. 

IC3 = 74HC4538 950104C 
Capacitors: IC, = TOTXI73 (Toshiba) 
Cl-C4. CrCIO. Cl3. CI5 = 100 nF, ce- ICs = TORX173 (Toshiba) Sources: 

ramic lC6 = 7805 Sony s c ~ S  Handbook DTC-55ES 
C5. C6. C12 = 100 pF 
Cl, = 2 2 p F  Miscellaneous: Valvo T1871011 
Cl4 = 1000 pF, 16 V. vertical K,. Kz = audio socket for board 

mounting DIN EN 60 968 
Semiconductors: K3 = 2-way spring-loaded terminals 
Dl. Dlo = LED, low-current. 3 mm. for board mounting. pitch 7.5 mm [9501041 
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SWITCHBOARD
Switchboard allows all PRIVATE READERS of
Elektor Electronicsone FREE advertisement
of up 10108 characters, including spaces,
commaa. numerals, etc., per month.

Write the advertisement, which MUST
relate 10electronics, in the coupon on this
page; it MUST INCLUDE a private telephone
number or name and address; post office
boxes are NOT acceptable.

Elektor Electronics (Publishing) can not ac-
cept responsibility for any correspondence or
transaction as a result of a tree advertisement
or of any inaccuracy in the text 01 such an ad-
vertisement.

Advertisements will be placed In the order
in whlch they are received.

Elektor Electronics (Publishing) reserve
the right 10 refuse advertisements without
giving reasons or without returning them.

FOR SALE. EPROM programmer and a
great deal of hardware add-ons for a
BBC computer. Write to Robert Sprow-
san, 6 Bolinbrook Road, Macclesfield,
Cheshire SKI9 3DJ.

WANTED. COM3XOI Twinax controller
chip: please contact Indrajit on
e-mail:multi@server.indo.net.id

FOR SALE. I Mbit EPROMs. 5:2 each.
Phone Andrew on 01315567181.

WANTED. Sage Audio Supermos 2
modules. Desperately needed. Phone D
Bell at 01656725319 (South Wales).

FOR SALE. WEKAElectronic Repoir
Manual and Modern Amateur Electronic

Manual. Both plus two supplements:
>:20 each (MO new). wrtte to W. Allen.
47 Westthorpe Gardens, Hendon, Lon-
don NW4 lTU or phone 0181 203
6023.

WANTED. Details on radio data system
encoders, circutt dtagrams or w.h.y.
Phone Paul on 0976 725 684 or e-mail
1D6004.2306

WANTED. Someone to flntsh RF pro-
ject. Willing to pay. Phone Paul on
04D2 742744.

WANTED for Casio keyboard IT -50.
RAMpack; also TA-I interface plug-in
module requjred. Have tried every-
where - please help. Write to N.H.HilI.
179 Mersey House. H.M.P. Channings
wood. Denbury. Newton Abbot. Devon
TQI26DW.

FOR SALE. vtdeocrypt decoders Type
SVAI, price >:1Deach plus postage.
Phone 0118 970 1163.

FOR SALE. Tektronox Logic Analyser
Model 7603+DFl+7D01. Has no pods
or manuals, but believed working.
Price >:295. Phone Mark on 0181761
7259.

WANTED. 2764 EPROM (programmed)
for MIDI-to-CV interface from Elektor
Electronics January 1991. Phone Lars
on +45 4353 3218 (Denmark)

WANTED. Someone to build TV signal
processtng project. PCB and most bits
supplied. Willing to pay. Phone Ron on
D402 742744 or 0976 895273.

WANTED. Late Labcenter PCB draw-
tng, software wtth manuals. Phone
Mark on 01817617259.

Send this coupon to
Elektor Electronics (Publishing)

P.O. Box 1414
Derchester DT2 8VH

England

Block capttats please - one character to each box
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Name and address MUSTbe given

FOR SALE. Low-cost PCB drill-stand &
UVUghtbox plans. >:2·00 each. wrttc
to R. Hammond. 34 Gould Firm Lane,
Aldrtdge, West Midlands WS9 Ol.X,

~
CDRRECTIDN§ ~ U. ~

Dark-room timer
(October 1996 . 960086)
The proposed stop scale for the
timer (Figure 5) should be turned
around because the delay time
increases when the control is
turned clockwise. Also, the value
of C1 is incorrectly given as 1 fJF
in the parts list, whereas the cor-
rect value is 1.8 fJF as shown in
the circuit diagram.

Matchbox BASIC comput-
er as data logger
(September 1996 - 960065)
Owing to a text conversion error,
all underscores in the names of
variables have dropped out 01 the
program listing shown in Figure 4.
The correct variable names are
LOG MAX, START LOG,
COl\tCHR. LOG":-RAM,
LOG_oATA, REAo_MAXIM and
oUMP_PTR.
Also. The compiler is unable to
process the line
WHILE oUMP _PTRG MAX 00
which is best replaced by
WHILE oUMP ]TR GMAX 00

ElektorElectronics

Motor controller lor R/C
models
(February 1997 • 960095) ,jX
The text incorrectly states that 01
and O2 are not required for unidi-
rectional mode. This should be 01
and T1. The penultimate paragraph
on page 17 and the first complete
paragraph in the right-hand col-
umn on page 18 should be
amended accordingly.

68HC11 Emulator
(February 1997 . 970008~
The correct name of the Talker for
use with a 5 MHz crystal is
TKAXTS_BOO(inset Talkers tor use
with Ihe emulaIar, page 25).
Contrary to what is stated under
the Applications examples, FAQs
heading, the Hi-Tech compiler is
not in the M11 oISK\UTILI\ dlrec-
tory. Users having access to ver-
sion 7 of this compiler may,
however. use SYMWICE.EXE to
build a small high· level debugger.
Likewise, the SYMWICE.Cfile may
help users of other compilers or
earlier versions of the Hi-Tech

5/97

compiler. SYMWICE.EXE also
works for the WICE emulator.
The text In the laffer case, ports B
and C ... (page23, third linetrom the
bottom) should be corrected to read:
In both cases, ports Band C ..
The TL7705 will switch at a low-
supply voltage of 4.5 V, not 3.6 V
as stated at the top of the right·
hand column on page 24. The ref-
erence voltaqe is calculated from:
Vrer (R2+R1)/R1 =
2.53x178/10 = 4.5 V.

oscillation may upset the normal
operation 01 the circurr.The problem
ls remedied by fitting a 47fJF/25V
eleclrolytic cspacnor in parallel wrrh
C2 at the track side ot the board. The
relevantconnections should be kept
as short as possible.
The settings 01 the three presets
on the board are determined to a
large extent by the quality of the
applied S/POIFsignal. The settings
are, therefore, dependent on the
digital signal source.

Simple inductance meter Icr meter - part 1
(February 1997-970009) K(April 1997 . 970028/1)
In the circult diagram on page 32. Some unlortunate errors have
diodes O2 through 09 should be crept into some text and the box
connected to K1 pins 2 through 9, on p. 32.
not pins 1 through 8. The layout In the 8th line, centre colurnn,
of the printed circuit board is not 102/105 should read 102//105.
affected. leut in the 9th and 12th lines

should read ldot (where dot is the
device on test).

In the formulas in the box, 2ni
should read 21[i in all five cases.
The first formula should start:
U1COS~1 = ,and the second for-
mula: U1sinf1'

Copybit inverter l\.. /
(January 1996 - 950104) \)'-
The input stage around gate IC1,
may start to oscillate when the opti·
mum sensitivity is reached by
adiusting preset P1. This spurious
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SYNCHRONOUS OSCILLATORS 
w en a digital-to-analogue con- 

verter (DAC) is  used in conjunc- 
tion with a CD player. their clocks 
must be in synchrony to make sure 
that the DAC can process the data 
error-free. In practice, this means that 
the clock of the CD player has to be 
applied to the DAc. 

If the DAC is built into the CD 
player, the CD player clock can be ap- 
plied a s  shown in the upper diagram. 
The clock signal is available a t  ITL 
level a t  the output of IClb. The DAC 
clock. IC2,, is synchronized with IC1, 
via P1 and Cs. In practice. PI is set 
just past the point where synchrony 
commences: this ensures that oscilla- 
tor ICZ continues to work when IC1, is 
disabled for whatever reason. 

An important advantage of the de- 
sign is that the circuit does not influ- 
ence the operation of the electronics 
in the CD player (which thus retains 
its original functionality). 

If the DAC is used as a stand-alone 
unit, a transmission line for the data 
and clock signals is required. As 
usual, this is a 75 R coaxial cable. 
The lower diagram shows how this 
setup can be arranged. 

The chosen signal level of 1.5 Vpp is 
more than sufficient to ensure syn- 
chrony. The values of coupling compo- 
nents Pz and Clo are. however. differ- 
ent from those of PI and C6 in the 
upper diagram. 

A drawback of this setup is that the 
oscillator no longer starts sponta- 
neously owing to the increased damp- 
ing. Fortunately, this can be remedied 
readily. Resistor R6 limits the energy 
transferred from the buffer amplifier 
to the crystal. If the value of this re- 
sistor is greatly reduced, even down to 
0 (wire bridge), it will be found that 
the oscillator starts spontaneously 
again. Note that in some CD players Rg 
is replaced by a wire bridge. 

Another remedy is reducing the 
turns ratio of the transformer, which 
increases the level of the clock signal. 

If this is done. the value of Pz can be The oscillator circuit draws a cur- 
increased an that of C10 reduced. The rent of about 10 d. 
load on the oscillator is then smaller. Design by T. Giesberts 
so that it starts spontaneously. 19540371 

Rg = 8.2 kR green S1 = toggle switch with on contact 
RIO = 1 MR DZ-DS = LED. low-current. 3 mm. red B1 = B80C1500. round 
Rll = 390 R Dll-D14 = IN4148 Trl = mains transformer. 6 V. 300 mA 
RI2. RI3 = 2.2 W2 44-pin PLCC socket for IC2 
R14 = 330 R Integrated circuits: Enclosure 120x40~70 mm 
R15 = resistor array. 8.1 kR IC1 = 74HC04 PC6 Order no. 950104* 
PI = preset. 2.2 kR ICz = EPM7032LC44-l5 (Alteral. pro- 
P2. P3 = preset. 4.7 W2 grammed with software 956513.1' * Combination packet Order no. 

IC3 = 74HC4538 950104C 
Capacitors: IC, = TOTXI73 (Toshiba) 
Cl-C4. CrCIO. Cl3. CI5 = 100 nF, ce- ICs = TORX173 (Toshiba) Sources: 

ramic lC6 = 7805 Sony s c ~ S  Handbook DTC-55ES 
C5. C6. C12 = 100 pF 
Cl, = 2 2 p F  Miscellaneous: Valvo T1871011 
Cl4 = 1000 pF, 16 V. vertical K,. Kz = audio socket for board 

mounting DIN EN 60 968 
Semiconductors: K3 = 2-way spring-loaded terminals 
Dl. Dlo = LED, low-current. 3 mm. for board mounting. pitch 7.5 mm [9501041 
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S E C A M - T O - P A L  C O N V E R T E R  
The circuit described in this article is, in principle, an add-on 
for the popular Picture-in-Picture (PIP) Processor featured in 
the October and November 1995 issues of this magazine. 
Because the PIP processor has only a PAL decoder, it is 
unable to display a colour inset picture in countries where the 
SECAM TV system is used. That problem may be overcome by 
inserting the present converter between the inset source and 
the PIP processor. The circuit offers more goodies, however, 
particularly for owners of satellite TV receiver systems. 

by the blocks marked 'SECAM decoder' 
and 'PAL decoder'. The remainder of 
the circuitry shown is, well. necessary 
to make it all work! The SECAM de- 
coder is a type TDA8395. This is a fully 
integrated decoder. complete with RF 
and LF filters, a PLL demodulator and 
a iine identifier. The IC functions with 
a minimum number of external com- 
ponents and requires no adjustment. 
A s  a baseband delay iine, the manu- 
facturer recommends the TDA4661 
(iCz) - yes. the one used in the PIP 
Drocessor also. The same eoes for the 

Design by T. Giesberts 

W ILE this circuit was being devel- unit supplies the input signals for the 
oped. it became clear that it converter. Obviously, the synchroniza- 

could have more functions than just tion of the inset picture requires the 
converting SECAM to PAL. The PAL en- CVBS signal of the TV to be fed back to 
coder used here is capable of modulat- the PIP unit. This option has been 
ing colour difference signals as well as taken into account in the practical re- 
RGB signals, and in addition offers a alization of the converter. 
'fast switching' mode between these 
two options. dbviously, this presents 
the possibility to convert RGB signals 
into PAL format. But that's not all! The 
present converter also doubles as a n  
interface between the PIP unit and 
older TV sets. By 'older' we mean tel- 
lies which do have a SCART connector 
a t  the back. but lack the required 'fast 
blanking' and 'RGB' inputs on this 
connector. In that case. the present 
converter is inserted between the PIP 
unit and the TV set. so that the PIP 

A few blocks only 
Although integrated circuits have been 
used wherever possible in the practical 
circuit. the actual circuit diagram is 
quite complex. So. we give you a block 
diagram first to make sure you can un- 
derstand how the circuit works. The 
block diagram in Fig. l gives a good 
indication of the structure of the con- 
verter. 

The heart of the converter is fornled 

U 

practical realization of the biock 
marked 'sync. circuit'. because it is 
based on the TDA2579B lIC5). 

The most important function in the 
circuit, the encoding of the PAL signal. 
is performed by a TDA8501. This is an 
almost entirely integrated encoder IC 
specially designed for all applications 
requiring the conversion of R. G and B 
(or Y. U and V) into PAL or NTSC vai- 
ues. The external parts required to 
make the TDA8501 work are limited to 
two delay lines and a reference oscilia- 
tor. 

For the following description of the 
operation of the circuit we recommend 
keeping one eye on the biock diagram 
because the signal paths in it are prob- 
ably easier to trace than those in the 
actual circuit diagram. The latter is 
shown in Fig. 2. and is drawn such 
that the position of the elementary 
parts is about the same as those in the 
block diagram. 

SECAM dissected 
The SECAM/CVBS signal which ar- 
rives on socket K, is applied to pin 16 
of SECAM decoder IC, via jumper JP4. 
The outputs of the decoder (pins 9 and 
10) supply the modulated colour dif- 
ference signals. Since only one colour 
difference signal is transmitted per 
line in the SECAM system (the two 
colour difference signals are actually 
transmitted alternately], a delay line is 
necessary to join the two signals again 
for each TV picture line. That is. ad- 
mittedly. not ideal. but it is inherent to 
the SECAM system (see the inset box). 
The result is that one of the colour dif- 
ference signals is never actually up to 
date. Obviously. that creates errors in 
determining mixed colours. By con- 
trast. the current colour differences do 
get transmitted in the PAL system, re- 
sulting in much better picture quality. 

For proper operation of the SECAM 
decoder it was found necessary to put 
the levels of the horizontal and vertical 
blanking at about half-way the sand- 
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Fig. 1. The architecture of the converter is obviously based on the blocks marked 'SECAM 
decoder' and 'PAL encoder'. The nice thing about the circuit is that it will do more than 'just' 
converting SECAM into PAL. 

castle pulse. Only then is it possible 
for the decoder to suppress all kinds of 
interference resulting from the demod- 
ulation process. Components Re and 
Dl at pin 15 of the relevant IC limit the 
size of the sandcastle pulse to a level 
which is acceptable for IC1. 

The output signals from ICl are fed 
to the baseband delay line simulator, 
IC2. This IC adds the information per- 
taining to the received TV line to that 
of the previous line, which has been 
delayed exactly 64 ps. Hence this IC is 
suitable for PAL as well as SECAM. al- 
though a gain of 0 dB is stated for the 
SECAM standard, and 6 dB for the 

used in the PIP processor. Here. how- 
ever, a practical problem has to be 
overcome: the horizontal blanking 
calls for a flyback pulse. In a TV set. 
the flyback pulse is supplied by the de- 
flection system. and that is an element 
which is not present in the decoder. To 
solve the problem. the horizontal out- 
put of ICs (pin 11) is connected directly 
to the flyback input (pin 121. An RC 
network, R ~ ~ - & L - C ~ ~ .  determines the 
exact length of the horizontal blanking 
In the sandcastle pulse. and R74 in 
particular determines the proper tim- 
ing of the horizontal blanking. 

PAL standard. That is because both ~~~~l shifting colour difference signals are present in 
a PAL signal. resultine in a doubled In oractice. the voltage levels of video ~, ~, - 
output level after addition. With IC2. signals are often on the low side. Add 
too, the level of the sandcastle pulse is to that the fact that the converter's 
limited. in this case. with the aid of output buffer introduces some loss, 
Rio/Rt I .  and you will see the need to 'boost' the 

The sandcastle pulse required for input voltages to the PAL encoder a t  
IC1 and IC2 is supplied by IC5. For least a little. The gain is accomplished 
proper operation of the SECAM de- by inserting two small amplifiers. ICs, 
coder, the sandcastle pulse should and IC3b, between delay line ICz and 
contain vertical a s  well a s  horizontal the PAL encoder. The same function is 
blanking information. Consequently. performed by IC4 for the Y signal. The 
an 1C is used which is specially de- bandwidth of the opamps used here. 
signed for this purpose. the the AD847 and its 'dual' counterpart 
TDA2579B. Again, this IC was also the AD827, ensure that there is no 
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corruption whatsoever of the signals. 
Incidentally. IC4 has to supply 6 dB of 
additional gain to compensate the at- 
tenuation of the delay line. Because 
the exact gain may vary a little. it is 
adjustable (within a small range) with 
preset P2. The 4.4-MHz trap at the 
input of IC4. R2~-C17-Ll. already sup- 
presses a large part of the colour infor- 
mation contained in the SECAM 
signal. before this is applied to the PAL 
decoder as a Y signal. The function of 
delay line DL, is to compensate the 
propagation delays of the colour differ- 
ence signals incurred in ICI and IC2. A 
type DL330 delay line is used because 
a delay of 330 ps  was found to be the 
optimum value. However. when we 
started to use standard RGB signals. it 
was found that the CVBS signal sup- 
plied by 1C6 was only 60% of its nomi- 
nal value. If problems occur because of 
this signal reduction, the solution is to 
increase the value of R3. and Rs to 
120 n. 

Final station: PAL 
Although the TDA8501 PAL encoder 
used here can be used, in principle, as 
an NTSC decoder. this option is not 
used in the basic version of our con- 
verter. A fixed 'PAL' setting is created 
by voltage divider The most 
important reason to skip the NTSC op- 
tion is that the colour information is 
modulated on a 4.43 MHz carrier in 
the PAL system, and that the SECAM 
decoder uses that very same frequency 
as a reference. That allows double use 
of a single oscillator. For NTSC televi- 
sion. a 3.579-MHz crystal would be re- 
quired, which. in turn, would call for 
an extra oscillator. 

Speaking of oscillators, the one 
built around ICE, supplies the refer- 
ence signal for decoder ICI (uia ICnb) a s  
well a s  the carrier for 1C6 (via ICB~) 
Although the oscillator has a simple 
layout. it is important to observe the 
crystal's exact frequency as well as its 
CLOAD value of 20 pF. Jumper JP3 al- 
lows an external carrier signal to be 
used for ICs. Such a signal may be 
connected via b. and the option is pri- 
marily intended for a complex circuit 
which locks the line frequency to the 
canier. In that case. the carrier fre- 
quency should be 4.433361875 MHz 
exactly. The flltered video signal is 
available at connector K7 to enable an 
external oscillator to be synchronized 
to the video signal. 

Returning to the PAL decoder. it is 
seen that the 'multiplex switch control 
input' (pin 21 is connected to the fast 
blanking terminal on K1 via jumper 
JPl .  Consequently, switching transis- 
tor T2 provides a simple way of making 
the converter process RGB signals 
only. All you have to do is interconnect 
the two PCB terminals marked 'RGB'. 



""I" 

Fig. 2. This is the complete circult dlagram, including the power supply and all connections. Connector K9 has been added to enable the con- 
verter to be extended with an extra PAL decoder. 

Pin 16 of ICs supplies the encoded 
PALICVBS signal. In addition to this. 
the TDA8501 also provides separate Y 
and C outputs. These are bonded out 
via buffers T3 and T4 and a mini-DIN 
socket. This S-VHS socket should. 
however. be considered as  a kind of 
'bonus' for test purposes etc.. because 
the quality of the output signal is 
rather poor for lack of proper filtering 
and clipping. Moreover, the signal con- 
tains a measurable residue of the 
SECAM colour information. By con- 
trast. the CVBS signal is pretty clean. 
mainly because of a notch filter. Lz- 
C G ~ .  which affords excellent suppres- 
sion of the SECAM carriers. 

IC, is described by the manufacturer 
a s  a 'video switch'. Here. it actually 
functions a s  a combined video 

switch/buffer/amplifier. The IC has Different modes 
two outputs: one 'ordinary' (pin 2).  and 
one switched video output (pin 6). The After the conversion from SECAM to 
former supplies a buffered copy of the PAL (mode 1). the translation from 
PAL/CVBS signal applied to pin 3: this RGB into PAL (mode 2) is probably the 
output signal is fed out via Kg. for most frequently used feature of the 
which a cinch or BNC socket may he converter. In support of this second 
used. The signal at  the other output of mode, jumper J P l  allows the fast 
IC7 (pin 6) depends on the switching blanking signal from K1 to be inter- 
level applied to pin 5. When a low level rupted, and to set the PAL encoder 
is applied. pin 6 is connected through permanently to RGB via the 'multiplex 
to the PALICVBS signal at  pin 3. A high switch control input' (pin 2). 
level causes the video (or CVBS) signal Obviously, the RGB source connected 
arriving via K, to be switched through to K1 should then supply the sync 
(amplified) from pin 8 to pin 6. This is pulses (via pin 20). Both mode I and 
done to enable the incoming video sig- mode 2 require jumpers JP4. JP5 and 
nal from a VCR in 'play' mode to be fed JP6 to he set to position 'A'. 
directly to KZ. In case a SECAM signal As already mentioned, mode 3 en- 
arrives. that can be displayed in colour ables the PIP unit to be used in combi- 
on the TV set. via the PIP processor. nation with 'older' TV sets without 
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RGB and fast blanking input lines on
the SCART socket. This is accom-
plished by setting jumpers JP 4, JP5
andJP6 to position 'B'. Evidently. the
TV set should receive back its own
sound, and that is why the audio input
signals are connected directly to the
output audio contacts of K2. By the
way, the extra (cinch) audio sockets,
~ and K5, are always connected to the
audio output signals of K2•
A few more remarks about mode 3.

In this application (for PALl. the PIP
processor supplies the input stgnals
for the converter. As already men-
tioned, the synchronization .of the
inset picture requires the CVBS stgnal
to be fed back from the TV set to the
PIP processor. Hence, the circuit dia-
gram shows pin 20 of K2 as connected
to pin 19 of KI. But that is not all.
Strictly speaking, this stgnal should be
modulated again so that the inset pic-
ture and the TV picture can be joined
via the fast blanking feature of the PAL
encoder. If the main picture is to be
shown in colour, then an external PAL
decoder is required, which may be
hooked up to the converter via connec-
tor Kg. All signals needed for that pur-
pose are available on Kg, inc1uding the

12-V supply voltage.
Finally, it should be mentioned that

a fourth mode is feasible. Those of you
who use a PALTV set to watch SECAM
satellite TV stations not only have the
possibility to convert a SECAM signal
into PAL and use it as the parent
('main') picture (JP4 in position 'A'},but
in addition may feed the TV's own PAL
signal back to the TV, through the PIP
unit (as an RGB signal], and employ it
as an inset picture. Both the parent
and the inset picture then appear in
colour! As regards sound, a choice is
available between 'parent picture'
sound and 'inset picture' sound. This
selection is made with the aid of JP5
and JP6. The only condition for being
able to use all these features is that the
TVset must be able to fully process the
PAL signals that arrive via its SCART
socket (in many cases, that can only be
achieved via the antenna input).

Construction end power
supply
The double-sided printed circuit board
for the project is shown in Fig. 3. This
board is available through the Readers
Services (see page 70). Construction is
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straightforward, and mostly a matter
of locating the component on the com-
ponent overlay, soldering and cutting
wires. All essential connectors (in rnost
cases, only KI and K2 will be used) may
be fitted straight on to the board. Only
~, K7 and Ks are connected externally
with short wires to the respective sol-
der pins. For the audio outputs be-
loriging with the S-VHS option, ~ and
K5, both solder pins and cinch sockets
are available on the board. The pins
and the sockets are not intercon-
nected, so may have to establish the
links yourself with the aid of two short
lengths of screened cable.
Among the passive parts are eight

inductors. Six of these, L3 through Ls,
are ready-made miniature chokes. LI
and ~ however are horne-made, ad-
justable, inductors, butlt from type
'7FIS assemblies from Neosid. Making
these inductors is not difficult because
there are no taps or secondary wind-
ings. LI should have a value of about
60 pl-l, and ~, 86 pH. These values
are achieved by winding 70.5 and
84.5 turns of O.l-mm dia. enamelled
copper wire on the formers, respec-
tively. Be sure to solder the wire ends
to the rtght base pins, if necessary look

,..------------------iCOMPONENT MOUNTINGPLANANDCOMPONENTSIDETRACKLAYOUTOVERLEAF.

o~

. ..

Fig. 3. The printed circuit board has the same size as that ot the PIP processor, and otters more than enough room tor all components. It de-
sired, the power supply section, IC9, IC10, etc., may be cut off (board available ready made through he Readers Services, see page 70).
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Resistors: 
Rl-R5.R63.R71 = 75R 
R6,R30.R61,R62 = 4kR7 
R7,R38,R50 = 5k126 
R8,Rll.R70 = 8kR2 
R9.R22 = 15011 
RlO.R33,R35,R57 = 10kQ 
R12.Rl3 = 1OR 
R14,R15.R36,R49 = 100kC1 
R16.Rl8 = 2kC100 1% 
R17.Rl9 = 221i2 1% 
R20 = l kR8 
R21 = 47kC2 
R23 = 560Q 
R24,R25 = l kR00 1% 
R26 = 147R 1% 
R27 = 140n 1% 
R28,R32,R34.R37 = 1kR 
R29 = 12k11 
R31 = 82052 
R39 = 22R 
R40,R51.R54,R58 = lkR2 
R41 = 27kR 
R42.R46 = 39kR 
R43.R74 = 150kR 
R44.R45 = 1kCllO 1% 
R47,R67 = 22kR 
R48 = 220R 
R5Z8R55,R59 = lkR5 
R53,R56,R60 = 6852 
R64,R66.R68 = 2M122 
R65 = 2kC12 
R69 = 33kR 
R72 = 1051 5W 
R73 = 82k52 
R75 = 3kR9 
P1 = 10k11 preset 
P2 = 500 preset 
P3 = lOOkR preset 

Capacitors: 
C1 = 100nF. raster 7.5 mm 
C2 = 220nF, raster 7.5 mm 

C3 = lOOpF 
C4.C19.C45.C46 = 47pF 25V radial 
C5 = 22nF ceramic 
C6,C7 = 1nF ceramic 
C8,ClO,C24 = 22pF 40V radial 1 C9,Cll = 1OnF ceramic 
C12,C13.C14,C16.C2O,C32,C44.C47. 
C48,C50.C52,C54,C56.C66,C67,C70, 

: C71 = lOOnF ceramic 
C15,C49,C51 = 1pF 63V radial 
C17,C59 = 22pF 
C18,C31,C53 = 220pF 25V radial 
C21 = 330nF. 5mm 
C22 = 150pF 
C23 = 2pF2 63V radial 
C25 = 6pF8 35V tantalum 
C26 = 47nF. 5mm 
C27,C28.C30 = 100nF. 5mm 
C29.C78 = 2nF2.5mm 
C33-C39,C74-C77 = 47nF ceramic 
C40 ... C42 = 220nF. 5mm 
C43 = 15pF 
C55,C57 = 220pF 10V radial 
C58 = 10pF trimmer 
C60 = 27pF 
C61,C63 = 4pF7 
C62 = l OpF 
C64 = 47pF 
C65,C69 = 1OpF 63V radial 
C72= 1000pF25V 
C68,C73 = 1OOOpF 16V 

Inductors: 
L1 = 60pH: 70.5 turns O.lmm e.c.w. 
on 7F1S (Neosid) 
L2 = 86pH: 84.5 turns O.lmm e.c.w. 
on 7F1S (Neosid) 
L3.L4,L6.L8 = 47pH choke 
L5.L7 = 22pH choke 

Semiconductors: 
D1 = 5Vl zener. OW5 
D2 = 8V2 zener, OW5 

D3 = IN4148 
D4,D5 = 1 N4002 
D6 = low current LED 
B1 = B80C1500 (straight1 
T1 = BC547C 
T2 = BC327 
T3,T4,T5 = BC337 
IC1 = TDA8395 (Philips) 
IC2 = TDA4661 (Philips) 
IC3 = AD827 (Analog Devices) 
IC4 = AD847 (Analog Devices) 
IC5 = TDA2579B (Philipsl 
IC6 = TDA8501 (Philips) 
IC7 = TEA2014A (SGS-Thornson) 
IC8 = 74HCU04 
IC9 = 7805 
lC10 = 7812 

Miscellaneous: 
JP1,JPZ = 2-pin PCB header with 
jumper. 
JP3-JP6 = 3-pin PC0 header with 
jumper. 
Kl.K2 = SCART socket. PC0 mount. 
K3 = 4-way mini-DIN socket, PCB 
mount (SVHSI. 
K4,K5 =cinch socket, PC6 mount, 
e.g. T-709G (MonacorIMonarch). 
K6 = cinch socket, chassis mount. 
K7,K8 = see text. 
K9 = 10-way boxheader 
K10 = 2-way PCB terminal block, 
raster 5mm. 
X1 =crystal, 4.433619MHz. Claad = 
20pF. 
DL1 = DL330 (Philipsl 
DL2 = DL470 (Philipsl 
Printed circuit board, order code 
950078-2 (see page 70). 

a t  the component overlay. secondary voltage (applied to KIO) is 
Although it did not seem to be much lower a t  about 9 V. This voltage 

strictly necessary on the prototype. is used to keep the dissipation in the 
screening may be fitted around the OS- 5-V section of the supply within safe 
cillator section on the board. This sec- limits. However, because the 9-V a.c. 
tion [IC8 and surrounding parts) is from the transformer is too low for the 
bordered by five holes intended for sol- 12 V regulator. it is first doubled by a 
der pins which serve to hold pieces of cascade circuit consisting of D ~ - C ~ S -  
tin-plate in place. Ifyou want. you may D5-C72. TO ensure the best possible 
also fit a cover on the screening. If you cooling, the heatsinks on regulators 
do. remember to drill a small hole so ICg and lC,o should be mounted a little 
you can access trimmer Cs8 with a above the circuit board. That is easilv 
trimming tool. achieved with a small spacer, an extra 

The power supply is also accommo- nut. or similar. With ICg. such a con- 
dated on the PCB. Referring back to struction is even essential to ensure 
the circuit diagram, you will notice that the fixing hole of the PCB remains 
that  the power supply looks different accessible. 
from that  in the PIP unit. Although the The layout of the board allows the 
converter's power supply is also based power supply section to be separated 
on two fwed voltage regulators, one for from the main circuit. where KZ. K4 
5 V and one for 12 V. the transformer's and Ks may remain in their positions. 
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If you do not envisage using the op- 
tional S-VHS connection. that section 
of the board may be cut off without 
problems. 

Adjustment 
Once the board has  been built up  and 
checked, the mains transformer may 
be connected to Klo, and the converter 
may be taken into use. No special tools 
or equipment are required at this 
point, although a plastic trimming tool 
may be useful to set L, and Lz. 

Start by setting the jumpers to the 
positions which correspond to the 
standard mode of the converter. So: 
JP1 and JP2 closed. JPs in position 'I' 
and JP4 in position 'A'. Do not inter- 
connect the PCB pins marked 'RGB'! 
Turn preset PI about K clockwise, and 



P2. P3 and  t r immer Css t o  about the max imum suppression of bo th  carr i -  consider, however, tha t  the converter. 
centre o f  their  travel. T u r n  the cores in ers. based o n  i t s  function. may  be f i t ted 
L, and  h SO tha t  their  tops j u s t  pro-  Fitting the converter board in to  a i n t o  the same enclosure as the PIP 
trude from the formers. In most cases. case i s  left t o  you r  own ingenuity. Do processor! (950078-3) 
th i s  adjustment will be fine, and n o  
further action i s  necessary. 

Next, connect a SECAM signal t o  K,. 
and a PAL TV to  K.,. Use fullv wired 

SECAM: THE FRENCH WAY 
SECAM stands for 'sec a memoire', which summing circuit. This switching is controlled by the line 
indicates that thisTV S, , . , . . .  .,sequential and based on frequency. The summing circuit then adds the black-and- 
signal storage. As with the PAL system, the underlying white signal. The carriers used to convey the composite 
principle of SECAM is that the colour information never signal are locked on to the line frequency. Noise 
changes drastically from one picture line t o  another. suppression is improved by using different carrier 
Furthermore, the human visual perception system is not frequencies for the two  colour difference signals. 
'annoyed' by a slightly decreased ability t o  resolve colour Apart from two FM dernodulators, the decoder also 
vertically. This gave the designers of the SECAM TV system contains a switching circuit and a delay line. In this way, the 
the idea t o  transmit colour difference signals (which FM dernodulators alternately receive a current colour 
represent all colour information) in  successive lines, rather carrier and one which has been delayed. To prevent 
than simultaneously. Consequently, the signal of one line distortion of the output signal, the reference frequencies of 
has t o  be stored in  a delay line for a period of 64 vs. After the demodulators have t o  be very stable. In the present 
the delay, the output signal supplied by the delay line is decoder, the actual decoding operation differs a little from 
combined with the signal of the next line. F igure A that illustrated in  Fig. B. Although the principle remains the 
presents a simplified block diagram of a SECAM encoder. same, the present design has a delay line for each colour 
The associated decoder is shown in  Fig. B. In the encoder, difference signal, and lacks a switch. 
each of the two  colour difference signals, B-Y and R-Y, is Obviously, there is a lot more t o  say about the SECAM N 
fed to an FM modulator. Next, the output signals of the t w o  system but unfortunately that is beyond the scope of this 
modulators are alternately connected through to a article. 

- 
SCART cables for bo th  connections. 

Swi tch o n  the converter. and turn 
P, until the picture synchronization i s  
opt imum. B y  tu rn ing  the preset. try t o  
f ind t he  extremes which s t i l l  give a 
synchronized picture. and  then set the 
preset exactly between these extremes. 
Next. ad just  t r immer  Css for the best 
possible p ic ture quality. preferably 
us ing  a plastic trimming tool. Then t r y  
t o  find the settings o n  P2 and  P3 which 
give the best possible p ic ture quality. 
In most  cases, these adjustments will 
be uncr i t ical .  For the ideal sett ing of 
gain adjustment P=. you  may also mea- 
sure the output  video signal a t  pin 19 
of KZ. The measured level should be 
1 Vpp i n t o  75 R. 

Finally. there are L, and  h which  
m a y  require f ine adjusting. These i n -  

A Y 

T 
R 

0 B '4'~ 9 + 
t f 

1112 0. S 

W n - 2 - 1 1 .  

- ductors serve to suppress residual lev- 
els o f  the SECAM signal, and  should 
be adjusted for minimum interference 
in the ou tpu t  picture. Owners of a n  os- Fig. 4. In spite of its high degree of integration, the converter does contain a respectable 
cilloscope may  ad jus l  the cores for number of components. 
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TRIANGULAR WAVEFORM GENERATOR 
AS ANALOGUE-TO-DIGITAL CONVERTER 

Design by M. Briiggenwirth 

A triangular waveform generator can be converted into 
a very precise analogue-to-digital converter with the aid 
of a single resistor. This converter may be configured 

for a variety of applications. 

T he basic setup of a n  analogue 
function generator i s  shown in 

Fig. 1. It is a n  integrator followed by a 
Schmitt trigger comparator. whose 
output is fed back to the input of the 
integrator. As long as  the output sig- 
nal is high, the capacitor is being 
charged: when the comparator 
changes state, the capacitor is being 
discharged. In this way, a triangular 
voltage ensues a t  the integrator out- 
put. and a rectangular one at the 
comparator output. Integrated circuit 
function generators, be it the old 
standby XR2206 or the modern 
MAX038. operate on the same princi- 
ple. Often. a waveshaper i s  added to 
the comparator to derive a virtually 
undistorted sinusoidal signal. This is. 
however, not needed in the present 
design. 

If, in Fig. 1, the output signal of the 
comparator is symmetrical with re- 
spect to earth, it is a square wave. If. 
however, an  additional voltage is ap- 
plied across R' at the integrator input, 
the comparator output is a rectangu- 
lar wave of different frequency. The 

Charging and discharging 
The inverting input of the operational 
amplifier forms a virtual earth. so that 
a current I = Ub/R flows through re- 
sistor R. The state of the comparator 
output (high or low) determines the 
direction of flow of the current. A cur- 
rent Ii, = Ui,/ R flows through resistor 
R', so that capacitor C is charged or 
discharged linearly with a current 
Ic = r+Ii,. 

Up to time t1 in Fig. 2, the voltage 
a t  the integrator is positive waveform 
peak. U,,. Then, the output of the 
comparator changes states (goes 
high). A current 1, = I + I,, flows into 
the capacitor, and the output voltage 
of the (inverting) integrator falls lin- 
early until t~ is reached, when the po- 
tential a t  the integrator is negative 
peak U,,. The comparator again 
changes state, that is, becomes nega- 
tive for a time TE. If during that time 
the level of I is higher than that of I,,. 
that is. It becomes negative, the inte- 
grator output rises until time t3 is 
reached, whereupon the process re- 
peats itself. 

example. the basic circuit was pow- 
ered by a symmetrical supply. 
whereas the circuit in Fig. 3 has a 
single 5-V supply. 

Reference voltage CV at pin 5 of ICZ. 
which is derived from an internal po- 
tential divider, is buffered by IC,, and 
applied to the non-inverting input of 
integrator I C l b  With a supply voltage 
L& = 5 V. the reference voltage is typi- 
cally 3.3 V (2/3Ub), but may be quite 
different. 

Since the output of IC1, is capaci- 
tively loaded by the input source. 
compensating network &-C2 is essen- 
tial. 

The peak positive and negative volt- 
ages of the comparator are: 

U, = 2/3Ub 
and 

U,, = 1/3Ub (CV plus TR - pin 2) 

The potential across Cl fluctuates 
between these values. 

The timer output is not applied di- 
rectly to the integrator, but via T1. 

The current through Rz is 

As long as  the output of ICz is low. 
T1 is cut off and Cl is charged with a 
current of 45 M. 

When the output of IC2 goes high. 
T, conducts and connects the output 
to earth. The current through R3-PI to 
earth is then 

duty factor of this signaldepends on 
UF.. IR3 = 3.3/(R3 + PI) = 90 M. Circuit description. 

A practical circuit is, of course. not as  Half this current derives from the 
straightforward a s  just described. For power line. the other half is the dis- 

l , . . . 
Us, : : l 

Fig. 1. Block diagram of a simple function generator Fig. 2. Timing diagram of the integrator signal. U]. and of the 
with additional analogue input via K. rectangular output signal. L$. of the comparator. 
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charge current of Cl. Thus. provided 
PI is set correctly. the charging and 
discharge times of Cl are equal. The 
consequent output i s  a square wave 
signal (but, of course. only if no input 
voltage is  applied across R,. This 
means that the level of the supply 
voltage. the level of the reference volt- 
age. the potential across the capaci- 
tor. the value of Cl. and the charging 
and discharge resistors. provided 
these are all constant, have no effect 
on the duty factor. which is deter- 
mined solely by the input voltage. 

Some design formulas 
The integrator capacitance. C, is dr-  
fined as  

Q IAt C = - = -  
U AU 

where AU is determined by the two 
peak values of the comparator: the ca- 
pacitor is charged (TA) and discharged 
IT,) in the time interval At. 

Equalizing these two quotations and 
solving for I<, gives 

Fig. 4. Flow diagram of a control 
program of the converter. 

Fig. 3. The circuit of the analogue-to-digital converter comprises 
two op amps and a timer. 

puter must be a t  least a factor Z9 
I ,  = I TE - T ~  higher than the converter frequency. 

TE + TA f,,. This allows the value of Cl to be 
determined: 

The current I may be replaced by 
c1 ' 29 

U b  I = -  (if uR2 = ~b / 3) ~ C P U  . R2 
3R2 

and I,, by: 

Ui" I.  = - 
'" R, 

Substituting these equations gives 

Unlike the duty factor. the period (and 
thus the frequency) of the output sig- 
nal depends on the peak values of the 
output voltage. the supply voltage and 
the value of Cl. 

To avoid large frequency fluctuations. 
the right-hand term should not exceed 
about0.25. 

To obtain a n  accuracy of eight bits. 
the write frequency, fc,,, of the com- 

The value of R I  must be chosen 
such that the input signal can vary 
within the desired limits. 

Software with three routines 
The necessary software consists of one 
compute and two count routines-see 
Fig. 4-taking no more than a few 
blocks in a language like BASIC. The 
counting loops should be sampled 
about 4000 times (depending on the 
values of R2 and C,) in any measure- 
ment period. If the software is too 
slow. or too fast, the value of Cl must 
be altered accordingly. This changes 
the measurement period (normally 
about 200 ms). but it avoids rounding 
off errors in the computation. 

The program must, of course, not 
be interrupted during the counting 
loops. Unless an  additional card with 
real-time timers is used, the PC is nor- 
mally not able to drive the program. 

After the converter has  been con- 
nected to the PC. PI must be adjusted 
to give exactly 0 V at the open-circuit 
output. Apply a known voltage. U,,, to 
the input and turn PI until 0 V is ob- 
tained. The preset is not required if 
the software provides scaling of the 
indicated values. In this case. R3 must 
be 39 kR. 

[9501011 
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FROM THE WORLD OF ELECTRONICS 
THE LIBERATED SOETWARE 

MARKET 
The liberalization of the British tele- 
communications market did not just 
allow new companies. such a s  Mercury 
and Energis, to compete with BT for 
customers. Another result is that, be- 
cause today's customers are receptive 
to new ideas. companies have grown 
up to develop new and innovative prod- 
ucts which were unimaginable just a 
few years ago. 

To strengthen this sector, and to 
help UK companies compete effectively. 
a joint initiative called Telecoms 2000 
has been set up by the UK Department 
of Trade and lndustry (DTIl and the 
trade association Federation of the 
Electronics Industry (FE11 in collabora- 
tion with BT. Cable & Wireless. Erics- 
son. Gm. Motorola and Nortel. The aim 
of the initiative is to encourage a 
UKtbased network of small supplier 
companies who can deliver world class 
products and services. In particular. 
this applies to software. which is a par- 
ticularly strong area within the UK 
telecoms industry. 

User software 
A very fruitful area is in user software 
which, by improving access to a ser- 
vice. boosts usage and thus has a mul- 
tiplier effect on the size of its potential 
marketplace. For example, the off-line 
readers IOLRs) developed by Ashmount 
Research Ltd (AFL) have been instru- 
mental in making CIX easier and 
cheaper to use. 

Compulink Information exchange 
(CIX - pronounced kicks)' was set up 
in 1985 a s  the UK's first public-access 
on-line e-mail and conferencing ser- 
vice. It allowed both private individuals 
and companies to send local and 
world-wide e-mail a s  well a s  set up 
both private and public discussion 
groups known as  conferences. They are 
extensively used for product support 
and information distribution. 

In the early days of systems such a s  
CIX, users would dial in from their 
computer via modems and give the ap- 
propriate commands to request the 
system to download any waiting mes- 
sages and then type in their replies or 
new messages directly. Being con- 
nected to the remote computer while 
carrying out these actions (in countries 
with high telephone charges) resulted 
in fairly high - some thought 'horren- 
dous' - system and telephone usage 
charges. 

New messages 
An OLR allows a user to write new 
messages (both private and for confer- 
ence 'discussion') and read existing 
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replies off-line without being connected 
to the remote system. The, when the 
user dials in, the OLR automates all 
the necessary activities and is typically 
40 times faster than when on-line 
manually to carry out the same activi- 
ties. 

ARL was founded in 1990 to provide 
the corporate communications market 
with a n  OLR offering conferencing. 
e-mail, file transfer and information re- 
trieval. It was not long before the ap- 
peal of the product also took it into the 
leisure or single-user sector of the mar- 
ket. 

The company has been a pioneer in 
developing OLR or Navigator software 
that works with a variety of host com- 
mercial systems and was the first orga- 
nization in the world providing unif~ed 
integrated interfaces to multiple host 
systems. Today. it offers both stand- 
alone and network products to access 
CompuServe, Delphi. CIX. BIX and 
others. 

In September 1995, Ashmount Re- 
search2 launched a new generation of 
its software to supersede its Wigwam 
and POWWOW range to take a new di- 
rection in product strategy. From then. 
all products are known as  Virtual Ac- 
cess, a name which is felt to truly de- 
scribe the nature of the product. 

Information transfer 
Although the product still gives the 

user the ability to work off-line, it of- 
fers much, much more in the way of 
information transfer and management 
and will also include extensive lnternet 
functionality. 

lnternet is also the raison d'etre of 
Turnpike Ltd3. It was established by 
Locomotive Software Group Ltd. which 
has been producing low-cost software 
for the past seven years to address the 
need for easy-to-use. cost-effective 
electronic messaging software for both 
major lnternet suppliers, small busi- 
ness and home users. 

Chris Hall. Turnpike's managing di- 
rector, explains: "As users of the Inter- 
net. we quickly discovered that there 
was little or no software which was 
simple to use and offered all the basic 
lnternet functions for the dial-up user. 
So. we decided to develop our own. 
People don't need to be computer ex- 
perts to use Turnpike. It's designed to 
be easy to use and straightforward to 
install. Most popular modems and ac- 
cess providers are supported." 

Basic functions 
Turnpikt-. which was launched in May 
1995, offers all the basic Internet func- 
tions: Mail, News. FTP. Finger and 
Ping. There is also a built-in Winsock 
to provide access to other Internet 
functions such as  WWW (the World 
Wide Web1 with registered users being 
offered a copy of a Web browser. 
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The aim of the designers of Turnpike 
has  been to produce a package which 
meets the needs of businessmen wish- 
ing to make use of the lnternet without 
the computer or software getting in the 
way. 

While Turnpike is a new company 
formed to take advantage of an emer- 
gent market, Wordcraft International 
Ltd (WIL14 was formed in 1978 when 
the first version of the Wordcraft word 
processing package for the Commodore 
PET range of microcomputers was writ- 
ten. Since then, it has become a major 
force in fax software. 

Now, its LaserFAX i s  the market 
leader in the fax machines' PC-connec- 
tivity market world-wide. Furthermore. 
its computer fax protocol CFP has been 
submitted to the ITU (International 
Telecommunications Union) for consid- 
eration a s  an international standard. 

Close relationships 
Mike Lake. WIL's managing director. 
points out that the company has devel- 
oped very close relationships with fax 
machine manufacturers in many coun- 
tries around the world. A number of 
these are. or will be. bundling WIL soft- 
ware with their equipment. Further- 
more. in the new market for multi- 
function digital machines - printer. 
scanner. copier. manual fax and com- 
puter fax - a wide variety of manufac- 
turers world-wide already feature WILs 
software. 

However. hardware and software can 
come together. Psion5, makers of the 
Series 3a, which is the world's number 
one selling palmtop. has  developed 
Psion SMS Link. which it is selling as a 
cable and software bundle to enable 3a 
users to hook up  to a Nokia 21 10 digi- 
tal phone or Orange phone to make 
use of the SMS (Short Message Ser- 
vice]. This is intended a s  a corporate 
product for vertical applications and 
will be used as a development kit for 
value-added resellers. 

Not only will this provide a n  oppor- 
tunity for even smaller companies to 
move into communications software 
applications. it will enable applications 
to be developed to meet specific user 
needs. And, after all, this is the re- 
quirement because telecommuni- 
cations is a means to a n  end and not 
the end itself. 
1 CM Ltd. Landon House. The Square. Llan- 
nvst. Gwynned. Wales. United Kingdom 
LL26 OLD. Tcl: +44 101 1492 641 961. 
Fax +44 101 1492 641 538. 
2 Ashmount Research Ltd. 26 Baker Street. 
Landan. United Kingdom WIM IDF. 
Tel: +44 101171 935 7712. 
Fax+44 10)171 935 7713. 
3 Turnpike Ltd. Dorldng Business Park. 
Dorking. Surrey. United Kingdom RH4 IHN. 
Tel: +44 l01 1306 747 747. 
Fax +44 (011306 747 749. 

Wordcraft International Ltd. Kelmscot 
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Increase your electronics 
know-how and skills 

The speed and intensityuuith which electronics penetrates our daily lives at 
home, at work, or in our car. tends to make us  forget that we can use elec- 
tronics creatively by building designs nlth a practical application and having 
the satisfaction o f a  sucressfully finished project. Elekror Elerrroriics. which is 
distributrd all oxTr the world. can help you achirre these goals. Throughout 
the year. the magazine features original construction projects. informati!.? 
articles and news on the gamut of elrctronics. science ei trrhnoloqv. hook re- 
views and information on ne\v products. Ifyou wish to increase your rler- 
tronirs know-how and skills. rake out an annual subscription to Elfkror 
Electronics hy \vritin. phoninq or fain to 

World Wide Subscription Service Ltd 
Unit 4.  Gibbs Reed Farm 
Pashley Road. Ticehwst 

East Sussex TN5 7HE, England 
Telephone +44 (0)1580 200 657: Fax +44 (0)1580 616 

You mill then have the con\,enicnor of having thr magazine delivered to your 
home, and ilir peace of mind that you will not miss any issue. Thr 1996 rates 
for an annual sr~bscription arr: 

United Kingdom 
Rest ofthe world (sr~rfare mail) 
A I R M A I L  
Europe Pi Eirr 
USA Pi Canada 
Middle East Pi North Afrira 
Central Pi southern Afiira 
Central R. South America 
Australia R. New Zealand 
Far East Pi South Parilic regions 

Student applications. which qualify for a 20% (twenty per cent) rcdnclion 
in current ralcs. must be suppol-trd by e\.idence of studentship signed by 
the head of the rollegc. school or university faculty. 
Plrasc notr that new subscriptions take about four wecks from rrceipt of 
order to het:ome elfrctive. 
Our bankers are National Wrstminstrr Bank PLC. Sorting Code 60-07-01, 49 
South Stl-erl. Dorrhester. Dorset. England DTl 1DW. Our arrount number is 
6966 3440. 
US dollar cheques. Subscrihcrs in (he USA and Canada only may pay in 
SUS cheques. All other cheques must br  in sterling drawn on a London 
clearing bank. 
Our Giro Acct is no. 34 152 3801 
There are also a nr~mbrr  of Elektor Elerironics books pearrd to the clertronics 
enthusiast -professional or amateur. These include data books and rircuit 
hooks. ~vhich Iia\~e proved highly populal-. Fur-ther details on thrsr can be 
found on pages 42 and 43. 

House. Vemon Street. Derbv. United King- 
dom DEl IFR. Tel: +44 1011332 371 428. 
F a :  +44 1011332 295 525. 
5 Psion PLC, Alexander House. 85 Frampton 
Street. London. Unltpd Kingdom NW8 8NQ. 
Tel: c44 (0)171 262 5580. 
Fax: +44 10)171 258 7341. 

NEW CATALOGUE FROM COMBINED 
PRECISION COMPONENTS 

The new 1996 catalogue from Com- 
bined Precision Components-CPC- 

contains a n  extensive range of prod- 
ucts in over 1600 pages of full colour. 
It features everything from OEM spares 
to the latest computer, electrical and 
mechanical accessories and compo- 
nents. 

In total. over 39.000 products. in- 
cluding nearly 10.000 new items are 
shown in the new catalogue. All items 
are competitively priced to give the 
customer one of the most cost-effec- 
tive, off-the-shelf and  comprehensive 
methods of sourcing products. 



Recent additions to the catalogue 
are products from blue-chip compa- 
nies such a s  Brother. IBM Lexmark. 
Samsung. and  Black & Decker. Sev- 
eral new product sections have been 
added to this year's catalogue. includ- 
ing opto-electronics, P c B  prototyping. 
surface mount. motor control and  
data comms/networking. 

The catalogue now contains 53 sec- 
tions. including switches, tools, and 
remote controls. Every one of the sec- 
tions has  been tailored to meet the de- 
mand of the ever-changing market. To 
assist customers, each product is ac- 
companied by a brief description and 
colour photograph. 

CPC is dedicated to service the in- 
dustrial and  commercial user, but  its 
catalogue and service are becoming 
increasingly popular with other mar- 
ket sectors. such a s  education. 

Another aspect of the CPC oper- 
ation is that  customers need not 
waste time looking for the part num- 
ber  they require. By simply ringing 
CPC's Partfinder Service, operators 
will access the vast and constHntly ex- 
panding database of 750.000 products 
to find the parts you need. The highly 
trained staff. backed by the latest 
technology. handle 3500 calls and  
3000 orders a day and four new fax 
lines a re  being installed to help cope 
with demand. Not only this. but  CPC 
ensures that language is no banier  to 
their potential customers. Qualified 
personnel in the Export Department 
are able to deal with orders and  en-  
quiries in German. French and Span- 

I A-~M~R'o +RO FOR d~tfees - 
Equinox Terhnologirs h a s  rerently 
launched a low-rost proxranlmer to 
support the Atmrl range of ~~%sl1-8051 
mirrucontrollrrs, The 'Almel Micro Pro' 
can program hotli the 40-pin 8951/ 
8952. ihe nem 20-pin 1051/2051 mi- 
rros and most serial EEPROMS lion1 
Atmrl. To meet popular demand. tlir 
Intrl and Philips 87C51/52 penrrir 
parts arr now also supportrd. 

The 'Mirro Pro' is differrnt fr-om most 
In\\,-cost prqqrammrrs irr that i t  is based 
around Field Programmable Gate A17.q' 
(TPC;,A) trrhnolog>- rather than using a 
microrontroller. E v q  time a de\lrr is to 
be prograrmnrd. tlic digital circuitry re- 
quirrd for proqran~rninq file target dc- 
vire is do\rmloadrd from ihc 1.c into the 
rrc~n. This allo~vs I l l ?  hardxvare to be 
custnniizrd to suit rarh dr\.ir.e. giving 
Faster prograrnrliing tinlps and future 
deuire support u,ithout tlir need for ex- 
pensive adapirrs. 

The new ATX9C2051 from Atmri is 
an 8051 in a 20-pin parkage. Thr 2 kb 
on-rhip reprogrammable FI.ASII ROM can 
be erased. progra~nnled and veiilieti in 
under five srronds with no need fbr a uv 
erasrr (puarantrrd 1000+ reprogram- 
ming cyclcs). The device features 128 
hytrs of I ~ M .  15 I / O  lines capable of di- 
rert I.ED drive. t\ro 
co:~nter/lirners and fir,? 
sources. The standard 8051 s ...... ....... 
has also hecn included, ioeetiier 111th an 
analogue i 
versions. 

The 'M ..... . .- 
official programming approval from tiir 
Ainiel Corporation for proranilninll 
(heir rornpl~ie mngc of F l n H  rnirl-oron- 
trollrrs. To rclrbratc thr association. 
Erlrlinox a1.e olKrrin an At~nel 'Micro 

,- 
r useful lol 

.as re?*"+ 

16-bit 
inlerrupi 
eris1 , '&V-,. 

ish. 
On the day the 1996 catalogue was 

published. CPC opened a new 
2800 m2 extension to its warehouse a t  
Preston. The company is currently 
drawing up  plans for a high-bay ware- 
house to join this extension by the end 
of 1997. 

Available free of charge. CPC's 1996 
catalogue is offered to all account 
holders: new accounts can be opened 

Pro' pro 
a FKI)E 

051 mi 
PSLI. parall 
tool for on 
l*  nfT-r -1 

system. tr h 
At .... 39C1051 2 ..... - ..... L 

AT89C2 ~~rocnniroller. data 
sheets. eI cable and an lc ex- 
tractor ~ i v  £99. rscl. \)XI' and 
p&p. Tt.. ..lds on 31 D~rember- 

3r further- details rall John Mar- 
I- ire also ac 

P - 

simply by ringing one of the many 
telephone sales operators. 

For a copy of the catalogue, con- 
tact: 
Combined Precision Components PLC 
Component House 
Faraday Drive 
Fulwood 
Preston PR2 4PP 
Telephone 01772 654455 
Fax 01772 654466 

- 

SKY TELEVISION WORLD LARGEST 
Last November. Sky Television 
launched six new channels, bringing 
their total to 28: this makes it the 
world's largest direct-to-home net- 
work. 

- --P -~ 
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NEW PRODUCTS NEW PRODUCTS NEW PRODUCTS 

Intelligent I/O and PLC from Cambridge Micro Systems MODBUS etc. The latter can also 
be used for remote oroerammine 

Slash PIC16117 Development Time 
Microchip's new MPLAB Integrated Development Environment soft- 
ware gives PIC16I17 microcontroller developers the flexibility to edit, 
compile and emulate from a single user interface. The sophisticated 
MPLAB software is now available as pan of Microchip's PICMASTER 
Universal Development System. 

MPLAB includes a project manager and program text editor, a user- 
configurable toolbar containing four predefined toolsets and a status bar 
which communicates editing and debugging information. A dynamic 
error capability allows rapid application development with a simple click 
on any error listing, returning the user to the source code for quick edit- 
ing. 

lntegrated development tools have long since been available for work- 
station and high-end PC-based developers. MPLAB offers the same flex- 
ibility to 8-bit microcontroller developers. Operating under a Microsoft 
Windows environment, the PTCMASTER development system also in- 
cludes an emulator control pod, target specific emulator probe. PRO- 
MATE device programmer. PC his1 interface card, demonstration 
hardware and software. 

Existing PICMASTER users can integrate the MPLAB software into 
their systems at no cost by downloading the new productivity tool from 
Microchip's Bulletin Board System (BBS). Users can connect to the 
Microchip BBS through the CompuServe communications network. 
Arizona Microchip Technology Ltd., Unit 6, The Courtyard, 
Meadowbank, Furlong Road, Bourne End, Bucks SL8 5AJ. Tel. 
(01628) 851077, fax (01628) 850259. 

A new low-cost industrial con- 
troller from CMS provides full sig- 
nal conditioning on each of 
12 opto-isolated non-polarized in- 
puts and 4 isolated voltage-free 
outputs. The card can be pro- 
grammed in Ladder Logic, 'C'. or 
both. the latter offering full deter- 
ministic control of the 110 but pro- 
viding the flexibility of 'C'. When 
used as a PLC the user can select 
the scan time required. for fast ap- 
plications this can be as low as 
500 ps and still provide full com- 

Simpler Access to IDT Product Into: WWW and CD-ROM 
Integrated Device Technology Inc. (IDT) has set up a number of new 
methods to access product and company information, including data 
sheets for IDT's complete range of products. 

A free CD-ROM, designed for use on Macintosh, Windows, DOS and 
SUN Unix systems, is now available. It uses the Adobe Acrobat portable 
document format reader to display and print pages of information from 
the many sources that IDT has brought together onto this one medium. 
Macintosh and Windows users can use hyperlinks to move easily be- 
tween documents. 

lnformation on the CD-ROM includes data on RISC processors. multi- 
port and FIFO memories, and high-speed logic and interfacing devices. 
plus product selector guides, application notes, quality reports, and back- 
ground information on the company. 

For those users who are on-line, almost all of the same information is 
provided via IDT's home page on the World Wide Web 
(http:Nwww.idt.com). The advantage of this system is that the informa- 
tion is always the most up-to-date available, with pages being updated 
daily. Information can also be retrieved using anonymous ftp using 
ftp.idt.comldocs1docid.ext. All documents on the ftp server are in Adobe 
Acrobat format. On-line users can also contact IDT's European sales op- 
eration by sending e-mail to eurosales@idt.com. 

Anyone who is not on-line but who needs information immediately, can 
use IDT's fax server. This Fan-on-Demand service offers all the same in- 
formation as the CD-ROM, except manuals, which are too long to be 
practical to send. Fax-on-Demand can be accessed by calling +l-408- 
492-8341 and following simple directions. 
Integrated Device Technology, Europe, Prime House, Barnett Wood 
Lane, Leatherhead, Surrey KT22 7DG. Tel. (01372) 363734, fax 
(01372) 378851. 

munications and networking, the 
default is 10 ms. 

CMS claim that at £95 in quantity 
this is the highest specified. lowest 
cost controller available today. the 
specification includes: 16132-bit 
CPU 68000 compatible up to 
I MByte of EPROM. and 
512 Kbytes of SRAM plus EEP- 
ROM, 2 fast hardware timerlcoun- 
ters, on board PSU, expansion 
options. I'C or MBus, RS232 or 
RS485 with full networking and 
remote I10 protocols such as 

. - G 

and re-programming as well as in- 
terfacing to most SCADA pack- 
ages and Visual BASIC. A 
low-cost radio optton is also avail- 
able for remote locations or remote 
networking. 
Cambridge Microprocessor 
Systems Ltd., Unit 17-18 Zone D, 
Chelmsford Road Ind. Estate, 
Great Dunmow, Essex CM6 
1XG. Tel. (01371) 875644, fax 
(01371) 876077. 
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INTERNATIONAL CIRCUIT DESIGN 
COMPETITION RESULTS 

Last month we published 
the design that won the 
International First Prize. a 
Tekscope THS720. 

This month we continue 
the success story of our 
International Circuit Design 
Competition (July/August 

J 1995) with a 16-page sup- 
plement which contains a 
selection of prize winning , designs submitted to the 
German (C) .  Dutch [NLI. 
French (F) and English (UKI 
language editions of Elektor 
magazine. It is our intention 
to publish. in random order. 
the Top-3 winning designs 
from each language edition, 
giving a total of 12 circuits. 
in two instalments of 16 
pages each. 

Designs are published 'as 
is'. i.e.. with only minor edi- 
torial corrections to the text. 
Please note that none of 
the published circuits have 
been tested by ourselves. 

Results Overview 

Prize Winner Design 
~p 

- - p 

lst, Int. L. Lamesch 50 MHz 16/32-bit logic analyser 

UK advertiser sponsored prizes: 
l st C. John Dakin A low-cost wind powered battery charger 
2nd Sami Karhulahtie Simple stepper motor control 
3rd Jankjijewic Ninoslav 8-bit logic analyser for PC parallel port 
4th (1) P.J. McGrath Power reduction in  domestic refrigeration 

appliances 
4th (21 Robert Kiss Eight channels timer 
4th (3) Pawel Rosiak Universal clock oscilator unit 
4th (4) Robert Postula Low-cost packet radio modem 
5th Tapio Tyni Measure 201og(Ul/U2) with an ordinary DVM 
6th Christian de Godzinsky Telephone intercom system 
7th Gary Taylor Garage door l driveway gate controller 
8th Hans Henrik Skovgaard Parallel 110 interface 
9th Jose M. Miguel Active probe for Pico ADC-10 
10th (1) P. M. R. dos Reis Metelo Car light alarm 
10th (2) Er ik  Larsen Small remote camera &flash releasing gear 
10th (3) Zdzislaw Kaszta One-IC metal detector 
10th (4) D. Nelson Water level monitor 
10th (5) Sved Martinsson Car battery control 

\ h  .I 
\, 1,. I ,  ,I: ,! 
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EIGHT-BIT LOGIC ANALYSER -, 3rd Prize r 
7 

I (UKI ,~~ 
"4 ,<,, ; 5" 
, : , ,  , 1' ',l ''i 

For PC Parallel Port a 28-pin 300-mil plastic DIP lected with four bits named 
case. Important features for A. B. C and D. With these 
this project are: a 512x8 bit four bits the desired sam- 
memorv array structure. 15- pling rate is selected as  

An 8-bit 50-MHz on PC parallel porl Logic Analyser for 
home application is always a uselul tool for small 
digital projects, esuecially in field UP apulications. 
Eight bits with two triggers, 512 bytes and a maximum 
sample rate of 50 MHz are good specilications for 
hobby users. Low power and portability are also 
important if you want to use this tool with a laptop 
computer on the road. Optionally, you may use one 6- 
bit flash Am converter at the input and so obtain a 
combination of one analogue and two digital inputs. 

By Jankijewic Ninoslav, el. ing. 

My first idea was to make a sible. I had one sample of a 
logic analyser with a very CMOS FIFO from IDT 
small number of compo- (Integrated Device Techno- 
nents. and as  simple a s  pos- logy. Inc.) type IDT72210 in 

ns read/write cycle time (66- Shown in Table 1. A pro- 
MHz clock). and dual ports grammable counter con- 
for input and output data. I tained in the PAL can divide 
decided to use this chip one of three input frequen- 
(with 25 n s  cycle time) for cies by 1. 10. 100 or 1000. 
my application. The trigger section is also 

To tackle another prob- based on a PAL.. and uses 
lem. the triggering and time two direct signals from input 
base, I selected a PAL from chO and ch l .  With four bits 
Altera. type EP910. The time EO. TO. E l  and T1 we can 
base is built from a 2-5-10 select the t r i ae r  edge polar- 
dual decade counter ity. Table 2 gives a n  
74HC390 which produces overview of these settings. 
three output frequencies. Register 1 (CD40941 is 
20 MHz. 8 MHz and 4 MHz. used to set all eight bits and 

In the block diagram, select the mode of operation 
Fig 1, the signal from the for the Logic Analyser. To 
XTAL oscillator (40 MHz) read data from FIFO mem- 
goes to the decade counter ory, a MUX (74HC1571 is 
and a selector which used with a control input ( l .  
switches the programmable low/highl to select and read 
clock or the maximum clock four low or four high bits of 
from the XTAL generator. data. 

Programmable clock is se- The procedure to start 
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scanning the digital input, 
read data and display it on 
the PC screen is : 

Fig. 1. Logic analyser b lock  diagram. 

1. Reset FIFO signal. RES=O, 
and reset FIFO read func- 
tion. RD.OE=l. At the same 
time the trigger flipflop will 
be reset. 
2. Set trimer and time base 
bits ( ~ a b l e s  1 and 2). 
3. Reset FIFO signal. RES=l. 
4. Wait till FIFO Full Flag, 
FF= 1. 
5. Enable read FlFO func- 
tion. RD=I. 
6. Read all 512 bytes of data 
(QO/Q7) in three steps: 
a1 output one read clock 

RCL; 
h1 read low data (4 bits from 

MUXI; 
cl read high data (4 bits 

from MUX). 
7. Display data on PC dis- 
play and go to step 1. 

The flrst three steps may be 
controlled and programmed 
in BASIC (1 used Power 
Basic). For the remaining 
steps 14 through 7) it is best 
to use assembler for fast 
data updating. 

Hardware 
The power supply may he an 
external unregulated 9-V DC 
source. The board contains 
a standard 7805 regulator 
for a clean 5 V supply rail. 
Supply current is about 

250 mA at 40-MHz sampling with a three-state buffer 
rate. A 40-MHz XTO and a (74HC125) which is also 
buffer 74ACTO4 are used for used for the trigger gate. 
the clock source. Digital input signals are 

Frequency selection out- buffered by a standard 
side of the PAL is achieved 74HC541 and then passed 

Table 1 

A B C D  RATE 

0 0 0 0  40 MHZ 
1 0 0 0  20 MHz 
0 1 0 0  8 MHz 
1 1 0 0  4 MHz 
1 0 1 0  2 MHZ 
0 1 1 0  800 KHz 
1 1 1 0  400 KHz 
1 0 0 1  200 KHz 
0 1 0 1  80 KHz 
1 1 0 1  40 KHz 
1 0 1 1  20 KHz 
0 1 1 1  8 KHz 
1 1  1 1  4 KHz 

Table 2. 

E0 TO El T1 action 

0 X 0 X disable trigger 
1 0 X X driggercho 
1 1 x x -triggerchO 
x x 1 0 ttriggerchl 
x x 1 1 -trigger chl 

Fig. 2. PAL EP910 internal schematic, 
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DES.GN COMPET.T.ON WlNNERS~55L

•

to two octal D-type flipflops
74HC574 which are docked
at the same dock and oppo-
site phase. When the main
trtgger occurs, the FIFO
input receives a one-dock
delayed signal which occurs
one dock before the trtgger
action.
The printed board is a sin-

gle-sided horne-made prod-
uct with seven jumpers at
the top side and one jumper
U4)at the bottom side. If you
use double-sided board it is
recommended to use the top
side for a ground plane.
There are no direct connec-
tions between the computer
and critical components like
the FIFO and the PAL. To
separate signals like Read
Enable, Fifo Reset, Read
Clock and Fifo Full Flag from
the computer a darlington
transistor array type
ULN2003 is used. Each col-
lector has a load reststor of
3k3(RN2). There are no criti-
cal parts except the blank
PAL which must be pro-
grammed with a special PAL
programm er. A PAL from
INTEL, series EPLD type
85C090-20, mayaIso be Fig. 3. Circuit diagram of the Logic Analyser.
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BATTERY CHARGER 

Table 3. 

LPTl pin signal port address function name 

1 STROBE out 37A bit 0 read clock for FlFO RCL 
2 DATA0 out 378 bit 0 strobe for Register 1 STR 
3 DATA1 out 378 bit 1 Data for Register 1 DOUT 
4 DATA2 out 378 bit 2 clock for Register 1 CL 
5-8 DATA3-6 out 378 bit 3-6 not used 
9 DATA7 out 378 bit 7 select U H  data LOWIHIGH 
10  ACK in 379 bit 6 data input bit 317 03107 
11 BUSY in 379 bit 7 data input bit 216 02106 
12 PE 01/05 in 379 bit 5 data input bit 115 
13 SEL in 379 bit 4 data input bit 014 00104 
14 AFD out 37A bit 1 reset FlFD RES 
15 ERR in 379 bit 3 read FlFD Full Flag FF 
16 IN1 out 37A bit 2 read enable for FlFO RD-OE 
17 SLC out 37A bit 3 not used 
18-25 GND ground GND 

Small wind powered generators are useful devices for is 3 v. IClb detects when 6. The converter looks like a 
people dependent on battery power, such as the current rises to 10.4 A. resistor. R,., of 0.57 R to the 

and lClc detects when it generator. The outputs of 
Caravaners and yachtsmen. Commercial products are falls to 0.9 A. ~ ~ t h  current i c i b  and I C ~ C  reset and set 
expensive. The smallest models cost over E250. A levels are defined by the respectively the bistable 

voltages from Rle. R3 and formed by the two NAND generator giving up to 30 watts Output can be made R,, and are proportional to gates IC2b and IC2c. The set 
using a permanent magnet radiator fan motor, 
obtainable from a car breaker, costing about E5, a DC- 
DC converter, described here, costing less than E15, 
and an 800-mm diameter wooden propeller described 
by Mr. Piggott in Ref. 1. 

Design by C. John Dakin 

The DC-DC converter is nec- switch. T2. Each time T2 
essary because the voltage switches off. the current 
output of the motor when which has built up in L1 
used as  a generator is much during the 180 p s  T1 was 
less than 12 V. the common- on. is steered into the bat- 
est battery voltage. tery. B1. by D2. The current 

As shown by the circuit in L1 is sensed by R1 1, a 10- 
diagram in Fig. 2, the con- mR resistor. and two voltage 
verter uses an  inductor. L1. comparators. IClb and IClc. 
and a power MOSFET When the input voltage. V,. Fig. l a .  T y p i c a l  12V c a r  rad ia to r  f a n  m o t o r  p o w e r  o u t p u t  power .  
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Components list 

CX1.CX2.CX3CX4 O1pF 
All R I k<2 
RN1 47kn  network 
RN2 3kn3  network 
C1 10~Ftan taum 
C2 33pF tantalum 
D IN4002 
IC1 74HC541 
IC2 74HC125 
IC3 74ACT04 
IC4 lDT72210-25 

(clocked FIFO) 
IC5 74HC157 
IC6 ULN2003 
IC7 CD4094 
ICE EP910-25T (EPLO 

PAL40-pin) 
IC9 74HC390 
IClO.IC11 74HC574 
XTAL 40MHz 1C12 (TTL 

Osc~llator) 

used here. The PAL'S internal formed in Power Basic. The Analyser. The assembly code 
diagram is given in Fig 2. test program was based on driver is linked with the 

the information contained in BASIC program, and is used 
Software Table 3. for fast reading of the FIFO 

The final software is di- buffer. and displaying data 
Before I started to write a vided in two parts. The main on the screen. (9603011 
driver in assembler, all program, written in BASIC. 

uA7805 iC13 
025-SUB-90" K1 
20P.90~ K2 

Programming files for this project 
available on disk, see Readers 
Services page (p. 70). 

hardware test were per- sets all modes for the Logic 
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to 0 V. Tl ' s  output drives the 
six inverters of IC3. IC3 dri- 
ves the gate of T2, which has 
an input capacitance of 
2 nF. from 0 V to + l 2  V in 
2 vs. 

When V, is rising from 0 V 
to 2 V. ICla's output stays 
low as  pin 6 is above pin 7. 
IClb's and IClc's outputs 
stay high as  there is no cur- 
rent through R11. The 
bistable is forced to the reset 
state by R5 and R6 holding 
pin 9 of IC2b low. When V{ 
reaches 2 V, the output of M MpH- ICla goes high. the bistable 
is set and the first operating 

Fig. lb.  Power output of the combined generator and converter cycle starts. Whenever V, is 
against wind speed. less than 2 V, T1. IC3. C5 

and D2 draw only leakage 
current from the + l 2  V rail. 

pulse is via a third NAND parator. a s  long as  V{ is more The inductor in the circuit 
gate IC2a. the second input than 2 V. Setting the consists of 16 turns of 2-mm 
to which is held high by bistable switches T1 on and dia. enamelled copper wire 
ICla, a third voltage com- the collector falls from + l 2  V wound on an  ETD39 

Ferroxcubc corr. A 0.6-mm 
air gap is put in the mag- 
netic circuit of the core 
using pieces of cardboard or 
other non-magnetic mater- 
ial. Each end of the winding 
is connected to two pins of 
the former. See the PCB lay- 
out for the correct pins. 

ZDl. a BZY93C16. 16-V. 
20-W zener. should be fitted 
if B1 may be disconnected a t  
any time. ZD1 will then limit 
the peak voltage at the drain 
of T2 to 17 V. ZD1 requires a 
suitable heatsink. 

Figure l a  shows the 
power output of a typical car 
fan motor when used a s  a 
generator. The output is 
maximum with a load of 
about 0.4 R. This equals the 
output resistance of the gen- 
erator. 4. Because the con- 
verter losses increase a s  R,, 
decreases. R,, is set higher 

I C I ~  Pin ~ q .   seat.^ +m W-#=* - +, U 
IClc Pin l 3  m 12uS# 

ICZ. Pin 1. "set" OU-U U 
ICZC Pin 11 +Ju,l~~ 

+Ui *U, +Ui 12 0.- 

12 Drain 
W 

IClb Pin 8 and T l C n m U  
IClc Pin 10 ~ 9 ' ~ ~ .  a 

Unwcornm ond voltap. d i n *  r a  -n Cor V i - 3 .  
3k 

I i 
Fig. 2. Circuit diagram of the wind-powered battery charger. 
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Fig. 3. Design of an 800-mm propeller suitable for a typical fan motor. The reader is recommended to
read Mr. Piggott's excellent paper, Ref. 1, for full details of propeller design and construction.
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Fig. 4. peB layout for the battery charger.

than Rg for the best effi-
ciency of the combined gen-
erator and converter. The
resistance of the connecting
cable between the generator
and the converter must be
kept as low as possible.

(950307-1)

References:
1. Scrapyard Windmill
Realities Building
Windmills with Recycled
Parts by Hugh Piggott.
Published by The Centre for
Alternative Technology,
Machynlleth, Powys, Wales
SY20 9AZ. Telephone:
(01654) 702400.

COMPONENTS LIST

•

Resistors:
R1a-g
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8a-g
R9
R10
R11

10kO SIL array
3k06
3300
300
18kO
47kO
10kO
2200 SIL array
3Mn3
6800
0.010 (FarneIl148-
724)

R12 608
(all single resistars metal film)

Capacilors:
C1
C2,C3,C4
C5

10mF 16V
100nF
1mF 50V

Induclor:
L1 3C8 core, former,
clip, ec wire 14SWG (2mm). Maplin
order codes: JR81 C, JR82D, JR83E,
BL16S .

Semiconductors:
T1 BC547
T2 BUZ11
D1 1N4148
D2 BYW80-150
IC1 LM339
IC2 HCF4093
IC3 HCF4049
ZD1 BZY93C16
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-2nd Prlze . 

WITH SECURITY ALARM proper functioning of the regards the alphanumerical 
various sub-units of the characters which appear on 
boiler. and will sound an au- the display (edit the micro- 
dible alarm (by means of a controller ROM contents). or 

This circuit allows the proper functioning of different buzzer) whenever a fault .c- as regards the voltage levels 
elements of a fuel burning central heating (CH) system curs (burner switched to at the inputs. 

safety mode). to be monitored. An alphanumerical display is used at The display indicates 
1 a convenient location to display useful data, while a whether the CH system oD- 

buzzer sounds when a problem occurs with the CH erates in stadby-mode Because the circuit can work 

, system (burner switched to protection). (overnight, or when no heat- from a.c. a s  well as d.c. volt- 
ine is reouiredl. or when the aee sources. there are few 

C- L. 

accelerator pump is on. It constraints a s  regards the 
also indicates whether the power supply of the circuit. 

Design by Bernard Leclerc burner is on, or waiting for You may use either a mains 
'cold' return water (i.e.. hav- transformer or a suitably 
ing a temperature below the rated mains adaptor. All in- 

In many houses. the central monitor presented here uses desired temperature), in puts are electrically isolated 
heating boiler/burner is a minimum of connections, which case it will switch on by means of opto-isolators. 
mounted in the attic, or in yet enables you to check the again. Each safety action of which the internal LEDs 
another place which is not current state of the heating which has to do with burner are powered via a resistor 
easily accessible. In case of a system at any time. is immediately signalled by and a capacitor. which is 
breakdown. or lack of fuel. The clrcuit is fitted at a the display and a bu7zer. by discharged by a diode. The 
you will not notice that there discrete. but easily accessi- means of a pulsed sound. logic information supplied 
is a problem until the tem- ble. location within the nor- The circuit may be modi- by the opto-isolators con- 
perature starts to drop ap- mally inhabited space in the fied to suit other applica- sists of active low levels. 
preciably. The CH system house. It will indicate the tions, for instance. a s  which are read by the con- 

Fig. 1. The circuit of the central heating system monitor is considerably simplified by a microcontroller. Here, a Motorola 68705P3 is used. 
Translations: securlty = safety; bruleur = burner; accelerateur = accelerator. 
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The circuit board is single-
Fig. 2. Component mounting plan and track layout tor tne PCB designed tor the central heating monitor. sided. It has only seven wire

950308·EL1

1==i!KJ=== ==Ii!KJ===

~
950308·ESI

COMPONENTS LIST

Resistors:
R1 = 8-way SIL array 22 kn
R2 = 8-way SIL array 10 kn
R3,R4,R5 = 15kn 1W
R6 = 12kn
Raj1 = 1kn preset

Capacitors:
C1 = 11lF63V
C2,C3 = 47pF
C4 = 1000llF
C5 = 100nF 63V
C6-C8 = 1OOnF400V

Semiconductors:
01 = 1N4148
02 = bridge rectifier
03,04,05 = 1N4001
Q1 ;;: 2N2222
Opto1 ,Opto2,Opto3 = 4N25
U1 = 68705P3 (programmed)*
U2 = LM7805

Miscellaneous:
Y1 = quartz crystal1 MHz
BZt = buzzer

• Programming files for this project
available on disk, see page 70.

trol software.
The alarm output occu-

pies one line of the other half
of port B, split into
inputs Zoutputs , and drives
a transistor which supplies
the required current for the
buzzer. The other ports are
prograrnmed to output
rnode, and deliver the LC
display signals: etght-bit
data (Data, port A);
data/ command selection
(port Cl; and data strobe
(port Cl.
The contrast of the LCD

module is adjusted by a pre-
set (the multi turn cermet is
not obligatory). The system
clock is derived from a
quartz crystal, Yl. Although
the clock will also function if
the crystal is replaced by a
resistor or a wire link, the
timing accuracy will drop
unless you modify the MOR
in software. The reset pulse
is supplied automatically by
capacitor Cl when the sys-
tem is switched on. Diode
D1 enables any voltage
hlgher than the supply volt-
age to be shunted away into
the power supply.

Printed circuit
board

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS JANUARY 1996
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links. and accommodates all 
parts except the power 
transformer. That gives you 
awide choice ofpower Sup- 
plies which may be used 
with the circuit. Most holes 
are drilled at a diameter of 
0.8 mm. Not so for the input 
connector, the voltage regu- 
lator. the smoothing capaci- 
tor and the buzzer. however. 
which require 1.5-mm dia. 
holes. 

The connectors for the 
input information and the 
supply voltage are PCB 
mount screw-type terminal 
blocks for a reliable connec- 
tion to the various cables. To 
enable it to be mounted 
higher than the other com- 
ponents. the display is con- 
nected via a couple of 
stacked turned-pin sockets. 
A pinheader is then carefully 
soldered directly to the LCD 
connections. and inserted 
into the top socket. 

It is recommendedto fas- 
ten the supply reservoir ca. 
pacitor on the board by 
means of a nylon strap. The 
current consumption of the 
circuit is so low that a 
heatsink is not required on 
the voltage regulator. 

Observe the polarity of 
the diodes and electrolytic 
capacitors, and make sure 
the motherboard/display as- 
sembly is sturdy. 

Software 
The control software con- 
sists basically of a classic 
1 / 0  line handler and a sec- 
tion which sends characters 
to the LCD. The texts which 
appear are easily modified to 
suit personal requirements. 
allowing the circuit to be 
modified quite easily for any sion of the first message. ing), except for the audible ticore cable. 
other application which re- Next, routines are executed alarm subroutine, which The two screw terminals 
quires system status and which define the permissible forms an endless loop. at the far right are con- 
alarm messages. setup times of the various Next comes the 'version' nected to the supply voltage 

Instructions to keep a signals. Then comes an message, and then the copy- (between 6 and 15 V a.c. or 
watchdog asleep appear all input line scanning opera- right notice. At value $784. d.c. at about 10 VA). The 
over the program. Note, how- tion in order of priority. fol- there is the programming input voltage may be sup- 
ever. that no watchdog is im- lowed by a five times over byte of the chip: the MOR. plied by a transformer fitted 
plemented in this version of verification of the logic state followed by the rest of the inside the case, a mains 
the hardware. That is be- which should be different control program. adaptor. or it may be sup- 
cause I had to limit myself to from the 0 V belonging with plied by the boiler's internal 
30 components to meet the the non-used half-cycle in connections power supply. 
rules of the Competition. the sinusoidal wave a t  the The two terminals a t  the 

The software starts by al. inputs. Return to the loop if The connection is made on far left should be connected 
locating the ports and their nothing is detected, or jump the terminal strip of the con- to the panel strip in parallel 
direction (I or 0). Next, the to the relevant subroutine trol panel. where the thee with the burner motor. 
memories are configured. for the message to be writ- 'signals' required for the The two remaining termi- 
and the ports are cleared. ten. The subroutine com- monitor are tapped and sent nals are connected to the same 
Then follows the display ini- pleted. always return to the to the remote monitoring panel, to the points marked 
tialisation and the transmis- main program (input read- unit by a suitably rated mul- 'fault'. 'error' or similar. 
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sllBOlOO9CA6FFB704A6FOB705A60FB7063FOO3FO23FOl3FO2A63OB795 
sllBOll8OOAD6EA60CB700AD68A606B700AD623FlOllO2A68OCDOlAlC9 
S11B013OA601B7OOAD531002A62OB700AD4BA62OB700AD45A645B7OOBD 
SllB0148AD3FA66EB7OOAD39A62OB7OOAD33A656B700AD2DA665B7OO52 
s11B016OAD27A669B7OOAD21A66CB7OOAD1BA66CB700AD15A665B7OO3D 
SllB0178A~OFA621B7OOADO9A621B7OOAD03CC01A5A6lOCDO1A11202A2 
sllB019O1AO1A64OCDO1A11B011302A610CD01A1814A26FD8107O12AEC 
sllBOlA805012A03O12AO1012D1A01A6AFB7ll4A26FDB6114A26F61BC1 
sllBOlCOOlB6lO4CB710A605B1102703CC01A5CCOl27CCOlE4CCO2626C 
SllBO1D8010106CC02F6CC041CCC037B3F101102A68OCD025EA6O1B7F6 
sllBOlFOOOCDO2461002A620B700CD0246A620B7OOCDO246A64lB7OOOA 
S11B0208CD0246A66CB700CD0246A66CB700CD0246A675B7OOCDO24622 
S11B022OA66DB7OOCDO246A661B70OCD0246A667B700CD0246A665B775 
SllBO238OOCD0246A621B7OOCD0246CC04A1A610CD025E12021A01A6D9 
S11B025040CD025E1B011302A610CDO25E814A26FD8l3FlOllO2A68OlA 
SllB0268CD02CEA601B7OOCD02B61002A62OB7OOCD02B6A62OB7OOCD9C 
SllBO28OO2B6A644B700CD02B6A645B700CD02B6A646B7OOCDO2B6A68F 
S11B029841B700CD02B6A655B700CD02B6A654B7OOCDO2B6A62lB7OOE2 
sllB02BOCD02B6CCO2D2A61OCDO2CE12O21AO1A64OCDO2CElBOll3O2D7 
SllB02C8A610CD02CE814A26FD8118O1AD0719OlADO3CCO2D2AE02CCA5 
sllBO2EOO2E2A6FFB7121A014A26FBB6121B014A26F25A26ED813F10A7 
sllBO2F81102A68OCDO377A6O1B700CD035F1OO2A62OB7OOCDO35FA679 
sllB031O42B7oOCDO35PA672B700CD035FA675B7OOCDO35FA66CB7OOEl 
sllBO328CDO35FA665B700CD035FA675B7OOCDO35FA672B7OOCDO35F9A 
sllB034OA620B700CDO35FA64FB7OOCDO35FA64BB7OOCDO35FA62lB7C5 
sllBO358OOCDO35FCCO4A1A610CD037712021A01A64OCDO377lBOll36l 
S11B037002A610CD0377814A26FD813F101102A680CD0418A601B70034 
sllBO388CDO4001002A62OB7OOCDO4OOA642B700CDO4OOA672B7OOCDlC 
SllBO3AO0400A675B7OOCD04OOA66CB7 OOCD04OOA665B7OOCD04OOA6C7 
SllBO3B875B700CD04OOA672B7OOCD040OA62OB7OOCD04OOA62BB7OOB6 
s11B03DOCD0400A620B700CD0400A650B700CDO4OOA66FB7OOCDO4OOD7 
sllB03E8A66DB700CD0400A67OB700CD0400A665B7OOCDO4OOCCO4AlBC 
S11B0400A610CD041812021A01A640CD04181B011302A610CD041881F2 
S11B04184A26FD813F101102A68OCD049DA601B700CD04851002A62058 
S11B0430B700CD0485A650B700CD0485A66FB7OOCDO485A66DB7OOCDE7 
sllB04480485A670B7OOCD0485A665B700CD0485A62OB7OOCDO485A65B 
SllBO46053B7OOCDO485A665B700CDO485A675B7OOCDO485A66CB7OOl7 
SllB0478CDO485A665B7OOCD0485CCO4A1A610CDO49Dl2O2lAOlA64O5O 
sllB049OCDO49D1BOll3O2A61OCDO49D814A26FD8lAEO2CCO4A6A6FF53 
SllB04A8B7124A26FD1A01B6124A1B0126F25A26EDCCOlA52O2O2O56OC 
SllB04C06572733A312E312030372D393520422E4C45434C4552432040 
S10904D82020202020205A 
S1040784016F 
S10507FE0100F4 
S9030000FC 

Fig. 4. Object code to be programmed into the 68705P3 controller. 



For reasons of security 
(risk of shunting, or return 
currents via other termi- 
nals), it is best not to use a 
common wire. Instead, use 
two wires for each signal to 
be fed to the remote monitor. 

Options 
Obviously it is possible to 
modify the display messages 

using a simple editor; that is The Competition version of C ~ n ~ l l l S i ~ n  
the reason which prompted the circuit contains less than 
me to equip various subrou- 30 components. For my own Although the application of 
tines with this property. use. I made a version which is the circuit is neither dedi- 

The input voltages may be slightly more complex: it has cated nor restricted. the 
adapted to suit another ap- four inputs and a watchdog. monitor is relatively inex- 
plication. simply by shorting The fourth input is connected pensive, based on easily 
out C6 and C8 if direct volt- to the ignition transformer. found components, and 
ages are applied, or by These additions bring the easy to build. (950308) 
changing resistors R3. R4 number of parts to 38, which 
and R5 to limit the input is more than allowed by the 
current to 15 mA. Competition rules. 

-- - 
SIMPLE STEPPER MOTOR 
CONTROLLER 

--y\y/\"f . . .. 7---- 1 i .  , b 

. -'2nd Prize .. 
. ~~ ~; IUKI <~~ 

The maln feature ot the circuit is  that it is very easy to switches S1 and 52. When torque is about times 
S3 (ENA) is set to low. every higher than in half-step con~truct. In addition, it has a Very low price and is output o,-o, low so mode. though in the half- 

based on easily obtainable compont?nts. Suitable that the driver transistors all step mode the step resolu- 
motors can be salvaged, for example, from old 5.25" switch to their off state. The tion is two times better. 

internal state counter can The step sequence can be floppy disk drives. The other com~onents in my Project .lso be ,S,, by P,II~,, by setting the DIR- 
may be found in just about any junk box. By Contrast, the RES line with switch s4 .  input high. 
special controller chips are otten not so easy to obtain In full-step mode, the motor The binary Output table 

or are pretty costly. 

Design by Sami 
Karhulahti 

So this simple controller is  
the answer to this problem. 
The prototype circuit was 
used to control a small mir- 
ror attached to a motor spln- 
dle in a light effect unit. 

The heart of the stepper 
motor controller is a GAL 
16V8 chip, which contains 
the 8-state counter and 
combinatorial logic required 
to control the driver transis- 
tors. A timer chip 1555) is re- 
quired only to generate clock 
pulses and is not required if 
the controller is connected. 
for example, to a computer's 
1/0 port. This is why the cir- 
cuit can be adapted to many 
purposes where simple and 
cheap stepper motor con- 
trollers are needed. 

The stepping speed can be 
adjusted by means of poten- 
tiometer P1 and changing 
the value of C 1. while the di- 
rection of rotation or 
full/half step mode can be 
selected by small DIP Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of the simple stepper motor controller. 
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DESIGN COMPEIITION WINNERS
(RES=L,ENA=H,DIR=L) is

Full-slep (13=L) Half-slep (13=H) gtven in a separate box.
Siep 05 06 07 08 Siep 05 06 07 08
1 H L H L 1 H L H L The circuit may be pow-

2 H L L H 2 H L L L ered from a suitable 7-24

3 L H L H 3 H L L H
volt mains adaptor. Because
the controller itself draws

4 L H H L 4 L L L H negligtble current, the cur-
1 H L H L 5 L H L H rent consumption of the
2 H L L H 6 L H L L whole circuit depends
3 L H L H 7 L H H L mainly on the motor type se-
4 L H H L 8 L L H L lected. (950303)

J 10 10

$$++ +#+ [ill+j~3+ )-
20 20 -u
j+ )-

....

00E:O E:O ~O -
~~

~+
0+)- -i- J<:J Ln. _ -e-

+rt;;lu.J H 1\. 8

JEDEC-file generated by arniGAL-Assembler v1.0
(c)1992 by Johannes Schnell & Hans-Peter Dusel
;1912199403
;Unipolar StepperMotor Controller
;2
;16v8A
;19.12.1994
s Sand Karhulahti

*
GO*
QF2194*QP20*FO*
L0224 11101111111110111111111111111111*
L0384 01011101111110111111111111111111*
L0416 01101110111110111111111111111111*
L0448 10101101111110111111111111111111*
L0480 10011110111110111111111111111111*
L0576 01101110111010111111111111111111*
L0608 01011111110110111111111111111111*
L0640 01111101110110111111111111111111*
L0672 10111110110110111111111111111111*
L0704 10101111110110111111111111111111*
L0736 10011101111110111111111111111111*
L1024 11111111111111111111111111111111*
Ll184 11100111011011111111111111111111*
L1216 11110110011011111111111111111111*
L1248 11111010011111111111111111111111*
L1280 11111111111111111111111111111111*
L1440 11100111010111111111111111111111*
L1472 11110110010111111111111111111111*
L1504 11111001011111111111111111111111*
L1536 11111111111111111111111111111111*
L1664 11100110011011111111111111111111*
L1696 11101010011111111111111111111111*
L1728 11011001011111111111111111111111*
L1760 11110101010111111111111111111111*
L1792 11111111111111111111111111111111*
L1920 11100110010111111111111111111111*
L1952 11101001011111111111111111111111*
L1984 11011010011111111111111111111111*
L2016 11110101011011111111111111111111*
L2048 11111111001100010011100100110001*
L2080 00110010001110010011010000110000*
L2112 00110011000111110000000100001111*
L2144 00111111000000001000011110000111*
L2176 100011111000111101*
C73FE*
0000
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* Programming files for this project
available on disk, see page 70.

COMPONENTS LIST

Resistors:
R2 = 1kil 0.25W
R3-6 = 4kQ7 0.25W
R7-10 = 1kn 0.25W
P1 = 1Mn lin/log potentiometer

Capacilors:
C1,C3 = 10llF 10V electrolytic cap.
C2 = 1OIlF 50V electrolytic cap.

Semiconductors:
IC1 = GAL16V8, programmed

(stepper2.jed) *
IC2 = CA555
IC3 = 7805
Q1-4 = BC337
D1-4 = 1N4001

Miscellaneous:
S1-4 = 4-way DIP switch block
M = unipolar stepper motor 7-24V

Simple steppermotor controller

Auth: Sarni Karhulahti

chip stepper2 GAL16V8(A)

CLK DIR H_F ENA RES nc nc nc nc GND

/OE T4 T3 T2 Tl nc C B A VCC

A := /A * /RES

B := DIR * A * B * /RES

+ DIR * /A * /B * /RES

+ /DIR * /A * B * /RES

+ /DIR * A * /B * /RES

C := DIR * /A * /B * /C * /RES

+ DIR * A * C * /RES

+ DIR * B * C * /RES

+ /DIR * /B * C * /RES

+ /DIR * /A * C * /RES

+ /DIR * A * B * /C * /RES

Tl = /A * H_F * ENA * /C

+ H_F * /B * ENA * /C

+ /H_F * /B * ENA

T1.oe = vcc

equations

T2 = /A * H_F * ENA * C

+ H_F* /B * ENA * C

+ /H_F * B * ENA

T2.oe vcc

T3 = /A * H F * /B * ENA * /C-
+ /A * /H_F * /B * ENA

+ A * /H_F * B * ENA

+ H F * B * ENA * C-
T3.oe vcc

T4 = /A * H_F * /B * ENA * C

+ /A * /H_F * B * ENA

+ A * /H_F * /B * ENA

+ H_F * B * ENA * /C

T4.oe = vcc
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,2p, ,Q$, , 1 l !  

It is generally known that young children soon develop do is insert the key in a spe- A clean h-v s(upply volt- 
a habit of watching TV far too long. Although most cial reader, which then age is supplied by a voltage 

switches on the TV. The re- regulator consisting of T1. 
parents would like to see them reading books or maining time is indicated by D 1 and UI .  The TV is 
playing quietly, youngsters will spend hours on end in an LED scale. When the end switched and off via a 

front of the telly if nothing is done about it. of the scale is reached, the relay, K1. which is con- 
time is up. and the TV is trolled via transistor T2. The 
switched bff without warn- use of a relay ensures a 
ing. You, the responsible complete electrical isolation 
parent, have a 'master key' of the circuit from the 
which enables the user keys mains. 

Design by Robert Lacoste to be 'charged' with a certain The unit is operated by 
number of time units. This three push-buttons. SWl, 
master key also allows the SW2 and SW3. Four 
rightful owner to watch as  jumpers. JP1-JP4. allow dif- 

The simple circuit presented ing habits. Of course, the much TV as  he/she likes! ferent modes of operation to 
here provides an  original so- Telly-Guard may be used for be selected, depending on 
lution to the above educa- any other application where Circuit description how you would like the unit 
tional problem. It allows you electronic time allotment is to function [see below under 
to 'give' a certain amount of required. The circuit diagram is very 'Practical use'). The 'remain- 
TV viewine time to each simple indeed. and based on ing time' indicator is formed <> 

youngster. who is free, in The principle 
nrinninlp tn rise 11" thiq time 

an  inexpensive microcon- by an array of ten LEDs lD4). 
troller. the Motorola Don't wony, the meaning of y.  1 A. - . y.  - . .v . . . . - - - - - 

a s  he or she sees fit. After a Each little rascal has a per- MC68705P3. The entire cir- the LED b& is easily leamed 
short learning ~ h a s e .  vou sonal 'kev' which 'contains' a cuit contains only 30 compo- and understood by children. - .  
will notice (hopefully) that certain number of time nents, including the The unit has two more 
the children are developing units. To be able to use the reader/controller and one LEDs. D5 indicates the 
much more intelligent view- TV set. all he or she has to key. on/off status of the TV set. 

1 .W. e 4 # I c +  . *.""C. n 9" - 
i2::L. z :z % 
2,. or. 0" *" 
I 0  .,.",I. W.0" D.. 

","".C. er. W. 0. , D , , ~ , . o . .  

I I 
Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of the Telly-Guard. Translations: lerre = earlh; moins = down: plus = up; creation clef maitre = create master key: 

temps restant = remaining time; haut = high; bas = low: marche = on: mode maitre = master mode: clef (n fois) = key (n times). 
EI.EKTOR ELECTRONICS JANUARY 1996 
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den button, SW3. The
smaller board contains
front-panel elements SWl,
SW2 and the LEDs. The con-
struction with the two sub-
boards allows the circuit to
be fitted into a case with al-
most no wiring.
Start by fitting the wire

link, the IC sockets, and
then all other parts. Then
connect the two boards via a
few pieces of solid wire. Use
a few drops of glue or epoxy
potting compound to fix the
boards in the case.
The construction of the

personal keys requires some
dexterity. The components
that make up a key (U3, Rl ,
C6) are soldered 'in the air'
inside a 5-way DIN plug.
Although this construction

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS JANUARY 1996
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Fig. 2. Copper track layout and component mounting plan. Artwork produced with Layol E.

while D3 lights when a key is
inserted into the reader. In
order to limit the number of
Input Zoutput lines used for
the LEDs, they are multi-
plexed under software con-
tral.
To limit the cost of the

project, each key contains
just one 'classic' EEPROM,a
93C06 256x16 bit type, and
two passive parts.

Construction
The printed circuit board de-
stgned for the Telly-Guard is
single-sided and has only
one wire link. It consists of
two sections, whlch should
be fitted at an angle of 90°.
The larger sub-board holds
the main circuit and a hid-

COMPONENTS LIST

Resistors:
R1,R2,R3 = 10kO
R4 :; 8-way OlL resistor array, 2200
R5 = 8-way 81L resistor array, 47kQ
R6 = lkO

05 = UO, 5mm, green
Ul = LM7805
U2 :; 68705P3 (programmed)*
U3 =NM93C06

Capacitors:
Cl ,,220IlF 16V
C2 = 100llF 10V
C3 = 100nF
C4 = 11lF10V
C5 = 27pF
C6 = 61lF8l0V (tantalum)

Semiconductors:
T1,T2 = 2N2907
T3 = B8170
01 = bridge 1A 50V
02= tN4002
03 = I..EO5mm orange
04 = 10-lEO bar, red

Miscellaneous:
TRl = mains transformer 9V 5VA.
Xl = quartz crystal 4MHz.
Kl = relay 9V 5A, 1 make contact,
350-V rated.
8Wl,8W2,SW3 = PCB mount push
button.
F1 = fuse 5 A.
P1 = 5-way DlN socket, 45°, PCB
mount.
P2 = 5-way OIN socket, 45°,
JP1-JP4 =2.54mm pitch jumper

• Programming files for thisproject
available on disko see page 70~



JP1 JP2 JP2 Unit (hlmin) Total t ime 
X X X 4 hours 40 hours 
X X - 2 hours 20 hours 
X X 1 hour 10 hours 
X 30 minutes 5 hours 

X X 15 minutes 2 hours 30 min. 
X - 10 minutes 1 hour 40 min. 

X 5 minutes 50 minutes 
l minute 10 minutes 

is not difficult, it does re- ing the 'hidden' push-but- 
quire accuracy and a little ton. SW3. A user key is 
patience. Pay attention to made a s  follows: insert a 
proper isolation between the blank key, press SW3. and 
parts and the metal screen- then SW1 ('down'). This pro- 
ing of the plug (which is con- duces a fully charged user 
nected to +5 V). key. If you leave this key in- 

As with all mains-pow- serted in the reader, the sys- 
ered circuits, precautions tem starts to count down the 
should be taken to ensure time units until the load is 
electrical safety. In particu- switched off. 
lar, the circuit must be To charge a user key, first 
earthed, so that it remains insert the master key (D3 
safe if the transformer or the lights). remove it. an then 
relay breaks down. This pre- the user key. Next. adjust 
caution should always be the number of time units to 
observed, unless you are be given by means of push- 
dealing with a double-iso- buttons SW1 and SW2. 
lated device. which is diffl- Other keys are charged in 
cult to produce by a the same way. The reader 
hobbyist. Here, the earthing switches to normal mode au- 
is achieved by connecting tomatically if there is no 
the +5 V line to the earth pin push-button activity within 
of the mains plug. Although 10 seconds. 
the mains voltage is only Although the construction 
present a t  some points at and use of the Telly-Guard 
the rear side of the PCB. you should be within reach of 
must always pull the mains most of you, getting children 
plug before doing any work to accept the principle of 
on the circuit. limited TV viewing time may 

present some fierce prob- 
Practical use lems initially. (960304) 

Fit jumpers JP1. JP2 and Note: the software men- 
JP3 before you switch on the tioned in this article is avail- 
circuit. These jumpers set able on floppy disk, see page 
the length of a time unit. The 70. 
total number of time units 
which can be charged is ten. 
The available options are 
shown in a separate box. 

Jumper JP4. if fitted. 
gives a 'magnifying' effect 
during the last time unit. 
When the available time has 
dropped to one tenth of the 
total time, the LED scale is  
'magnified' by ten, and the 
display starts to flash. This 
function is disabled when 
JP4 is not fitted. Your 
choice! 

The circuit is adjustment- 
free. After taking it into use 
for the first time. you should - 

start by making the 'master 
key'. This done by inserting Fig. 4. Object code to be loaded 
a blank key, and then press- into the microcontroller. I I 
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DESIGH-&OMeEDDOILWlNNE S

SMARTCARD READER
This design answers Ihe widespread inleresl in
appliealions involving smarteards. Chip-type
lelephone eards and eredil eards ealeh Ihe lane, 01
man,. Those 01,ou Ihinking of fraud allhis poinl need
not read an, further, beeause Ihal ts not possible wilh
Ihis design. The eireuil ts, however, suilable for man,
olher inleresling appliealions, so don'llhrow awa,
Ihose expired lelephone eards!

Design by P.H. Baars

~------~----------~~GNO

Centronics ?
connector

R3
00

R2
01

01
02

17

5 03

18

6 D4

19 GNO

7 05

20

8 06

21

9 07

22

10 ACK

23

11 BUSY

24

12

25

13

o-t-=--.....:::.::'----I------------+-<>RESET

o-t-=----=.:-I------------+-<>CLOCK

o-t...:..::.---..:..::"-'-I------------+-<>OATA

Smartcard
reader

960310- 11

One application of the
smartcard reader could be
access protection to a pro-
gram you have written your-
self. This means that any
user has to insert an autho-
rized smartcard before he or
she is allowed to use the
program. Similarly, access
checking and logging is
within easy reach. Only a
handful of parts are needed
for experiments at horne.
The present deslgn allows,
for instance, telephone chip-
cards to be read. The infor-
mation read from such cards
consists of the serial nurn-
ber, production datejmonth,
and the remaining value.
The circuit diagram is so

simple that a descrtptton is
really superfluous. An exter-
nal power supply is not
needed because the supply
voltage is stolen from the
parallel port. Diodes D1
through D4 serve to prevent
short-circutts between the
databits. Databit 0 controls

the green LED, databit 1 the
red LED, and the yellowLED
is connected to the power
supply. The other databits

are connected directly to the
smartcard. The voltage is
stabilized to some extent by
electrolytic capacitor CI.
The smartcard connections
Clock and Reset are inputs,
wile Data is an output.
The smartcard reader

unit has a small internal
switch which checks if a

card is inserted. This switch
is also connected to the
Centronics port.
Having built the small

board, you may check if it
work with the aid of the test
program (test.exe). If this
test is passed, try
'cardtest.exe', which reads
and decodes the ATRstring.

o

v
•
••••

o

0
0

• •• •• •• •• •• •S • •: •
~

•"" •:0.. •... • •... • •.. • •• •. • •• • •• • ••
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overseas orders. 

J Pad, track & IC sizes fully customisable. 
J No charges for technical support. 

J SMT pads and other pad shapes. 

SMART CARD 

The program is relatively The routine 'my-card' further experiments, you 
simple. There are various contains the registration can make it a s  intelligent 
routines for the basic func- number of one of my own and attractive as you like. 
tions (LED on/off, clock telephone cards. The num- (960310) 
high/low. etc.). The main ber may be replaced with 
program first checks if a your own number. The green Note: the software men- 
card is inserted ('switch'). If LED will light when this tloned in this article is avail- 
so, data are read using the number matches that on the able on floppy disk, see page 
ATR (see Ref. l ) ,  and card. If the numbers are dif- 70. 
checked. If this information ferent, the red LED lights. Reference: 
is okay. it is converted into The program is only in- 1. Chip Cards, Elektor 
legible text. tended a s  a starting point for Electronics April 1995. 

R1 ,R2.R3 = l kQ5 
01-04 = IN4148 
C1 = 10pF 16V radial 
LED1 S 3mm dia.. yell 
LED2 = 3rnm dia., red 
LE03 = 3mrn dia.. gre 
Con1 = Centronics SOL . .. 
mount, angled pins. 
Con2 = Smartcard reader unit. 
Available from eMedla GmbH, 
Posttach 610106. 0-30601 
Hannover. Germany. Price DM 12. 
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PASSIVE=COMPONENT TESTER 
(FOR USE WITH AN OSCILLOSCOPE) 

T ere is a plethora of spect to that of the voltage 
component testers on a t  the X input is  the phase 

the market. Most of these angle between voltage and 
are far too expensive for the current. This is why a n  
average hobbyist or small amplifier is used to mea- 
business. The cost of the 7 :  
present tester is low enough 
to present no problems to a 
small budget. It does, how- 
ever. require an oscillo- 
scope. 

Components may be di- 
vided into passive and 
active types. Active ones 
comprise. for instance, 
transistors. diodes, opamps. 
Resistors, capacitors. and 
inductors, to name but a 
few, are passive types. The 
tester is particularly suit- 
able for testing passive 
components. As far a s  
dlodes and transistors are 
concerned, it can check the 
p-n junction: for more de- 
tailed tests, special test 
gear is needed. 

? _  ~ - , . .. , . ., ., ., , , . . , . , . ." . . . sure the potential difference 
across R,. This voltage is , 
applied to the y-input. 

In Fig. 2, the sine wave 
generator is formed by Wien 
bridge oscillator ICI, whose i 

l A 

When testing electronic components, it is not 
always necessary to gather detailed data on 

all the properties of a component. Often, 

output frequency can be set 
to 10 Hz. 100 Hz. 1 kHz or 
10 kHz with switch S,. The 
oscillator is stabilized by Ti. 
a JFET Type BF256A (it 
MUST be a n  A version). 
When S, is set to a different 
position to alter the 
frequency. its 'c' section se- 
lects a different value ca- 
pacitor in the stabilizing 
stage. At the lowest 
frequency, a 1 pF capacitor 
is used: a t  the highest 
frequency, a 1 nF type. 

The output voltage of the . . 
The technology used is gleaning a few facts yieids enough generator is applied to 

simple: a sinusoidal voltage power operational amplifier 
is applied to the component information. The tester described quickly lop ,c2, which pro- 
to be tested (c.o.t.1 and the gives the user a good idea of various vides the current required - 
consequent current flowing properties of a component by the c.0.t. The level of the 
through the c.0.t. is  mea- on the screen of an oscilloscope. output voltage depends on 
sured. The applied v o l t a ~ e  the setting of S? a s  shown . . ., - 
and resulting current are in Fig. 2. 
applied to thex-y terminals 
of a n  oscillosco~e fvoltaee 

From an idea by R. Veltkamp The generator needs to 
be calibrated (with P I ) .  . . 

to X, current to y), which since the properties of two 
gives a good indication of the state of the oscilloscope. BF256As can be very dissimilar. 
the c.0.t. In ideal resistors, voltage The potential across R, is a mea- which may cause a n  appreciable 
and current are in phase: in ideal ca. sure  of the current flowing through spread of the output levels. 
pacitors and inductors, they are.  the c.0.t. Moreover, its phase with re- The component to be tested is con- 
shifted 90' with respect to nected to terminals c.0.t. 
one another. The more the (component on test). The 
c.0.t. differs from the ideal. 
the more the phase rela- 
tionship between voltage 
and current will differ from 
the ideal values. 

Circuit description 
The block diagram of the 
tester is shown in Fig. 1. 
The test voltage, provided 
by a discrete sine wave gen- 
erator, is buffered by a n  
amplifier and then applied 
to the c.0.t. via test resistor 
R,. The voltage drop across 1 ' relevant resistor selected 
the c.0.t. is buffered by a - ~ ~ . with S3 from R23-RZ5, which 
second stage, after which it Fig. 1. Block schematic of the passive-component tester. The is measured by ICQ~.  Note 
is applied to the X-input of various blocks remain compact in the actual design. that therefore the sensitiv- 
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voltage drop across the 
c.0.t. during the test is ap- 
plied to voltage follower 1C3, 
via RZ6. Diodes D4 and D5 . 
protect the non-inverting 
input of the op amp against 
too high voltages. The out- 
put voltage of IC3, is ap- 
plied to the X-input of the 
oscilloscope via R27 which 
protects the input against 

; short-circuits. 
The current through the 

c.0.t. is determined from 
SW32 . I ?  ' the voltage drop across the 
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ity of the tester is set with S3. 
The output potential of IC2 is ap- 

plied to the non-inverting input of op 
amp while the output signal of 
1Cga (which corresponds to the voltage 
at the other terminal of the selected 
resistor) is applied to the inverting 
input. 

The power supply for the tester is 
straightforward. The voltages at the 
secondaries of the mains transformer 
are converted into a symmetrical di- 
rect voltage of +20 V. Regulators IC4 
and ICs provide a stable direct voltage 
of + l 5  V. 'Mains on' is indicated by 
DIO. 

Construction 
The tester can be built quickly and 
without undue difficulties on the 
printed-circuit board in Fig. 3. Before 

any assembly work is done, however. 
the power supply section must be cut 
off the mother board. 

With component values a s  
specified. IC4 and IC5 do not need a 
heat sink, but IC2 does. 

Set the required number of posi- 
tions of S2 (6) and S3 (4) with the stop 
ring provided with these switches be- 
fore fitting the switches on to the 
board. 

When the board has been finished. 
check all soldering carefully and make 
sure that there are no short-circuits 
on the tracks. For the time being, set 
P, to the centre of its travel. 

A possible front panel layout is 
shown in Fig. 4. 

Fit the mother board behind the 
front panel with the aid of four 50 mm 
long M 3  screws. nuts and washers. 
and 40 mm long spacers. This gives 

sufficient space to fit the on/off 
switch. Mount the BNC sockets for the 
x- and y-outputs a t  the back of the 
enclosure. Fit the spring-loaded termi- 
nals for connecting the c.0.t. a t  the 
front panel. It is  advisable to use a 
mains entry with integral fuse holder. 

Calibration 
Connect a n  oscilloscope to K,. set 
switch S2 to position 10 V and adjust 
P, to obtain an output of 10 V (peak) 
on the scope. The tester is then ready 
for operational use. 

Parts list 
Resistors: 
RI. Rg = 715 R. 1% 
R% R7=7.15kR. 1% 
R3, R+ = 71.5 k0. 1% 

L - ~ ~ ~  

Fig. 2. The circuit uses easily obtainable components 
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\(

~, R5 = 715 kQ, 1%
Rg = 4.22 kQ, 1%
RIO,R24,R2S-R31= 10.0 kQ, 1%
R]] = 10 kQ
R12' RI3 = 1 MQ
RI4 = 4.02 kQ, 1%
RI5 = 8.06 kQ, 1%
R16 = 20.0 kQ, 1%
RI7 = 40.2 kQ, 1%
RIS = 80.6 kQ, 1%
Rlg = 200 kQ, 1%
R20 = 1 kQ
R21 = 8.2 kQ
R22= 100 Q, 1%
R26,R27,R32= 100 Q
R23= 1.00 kQ, 1%
R25= 100 kQ, 1%
R33= 3.3 kQ
PI = 25 kQ preset

Capacitors:
CI, C4 = 22 nF, 5%, metallized
polypropylene

C2' C3' C9-CI2' C15' CI6 = 100 nF,
high-stabiltty

C5 = 1 jrF, metallized polypropylene
C6 = 100 nF, metallized polypropylene
C7 = 10 nF, metallized polypropylene
Cs = 1 nF, metallized polypropylene
C13' CI4 = 1000 pF, 25 V, radial
C17,CIS = 10 pF, 16 V, radial

Semiconductors:
01-05 = IN4148
06-09 = IN4001
010 = LED, red, high efficiency
TI = BF256A

Integrated Circuits:
lCI = TL081
lC2 = Ll65V
lC3 = TL082
lC4 = 7815
lC5 = 7915

Miscellaneous:
KI, K2 = BNC socket
K3 = 2-way terminal strip,
pitch 7.5 mm

SI = rotary switch, 3-pole, 4-position
S2' S3 = rotary switch, I-pole, 12-posi-
tion (see text)

S4 = mains orr/off switch
TrI = mains trans former, two secon-

Fig. 3. Printed-circuit
board for the passive-
component tester. COMPONENT

ffi TESTER----~
X I U f POWER

ImA/V 100J1A!V 2V IV 100Hz 1kHz;mAN~10:~:~OH~OkHZtE
Fig. 4. Suggested front
pane;l for the passive-
component tester.
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I Measuring with Lissajous figures This corresponds to an ellipse. When a = b. that is. when 
'' The measuremrnt technolos used depends on Lissajous the impedance is a pure reactance. the ellipse becomes a 
1 figures. These are plane cuwes formed by the cotnposi circle. 

tion of t~vo sinusoidal \vaveforms in perpendicular direc- The ellipse is coniposed of: 
lions. that is, they form a coordinate X-!) system. In such .Y [roll = LJl sin [roll 
a system, the displacement of a point is deterniinrd by and 1 the vector sum of the x and y values. y l o ~ t )  = U2 sin (m1 + p). 

I where p is the phase shift. ushose value is determined by 
sin-' ( ! ~ r ? , ,  = ~ i l / I y ~ , ~ ~ ) .  I 

! ' where y~,,,~oiisthrintersectionoftheellipse~~~tl~ the y-axis. 
Figure A 2  shows a n  example of an ellipse and indi- 

cates at ~vhi rh  two poi~lts tlie measured values are found. 
Impedance Z of tiie c.o.t. is determinrd simply by di\.id- 1 

3 " ing the peak values of the two voltages (y into .v] that are 
o applied to the oscilloscope: I 

+ z = LT,/U* S. ' X where S is the transfer factor of the current sensor in A ' 
\'-l. in tlie present tester. this factor is set with S?. 

Both the reactance and resistance can be derived from 
the impedance. For inslance. in case of a series nelaork 
of a resistor and a non-ideal inductance: 

R, = Z cos 11 

and 
X, = Z sin p. 

In case of a ~ara i le l  network of a resistor and a non-ideal 

Figure AI shows how such a figure is obtained. Here. 
P is the pixel projcrted on to the screen of a n  osrillosrope 
hv the eleclron beam; M1 is the vertical ( g )  deflection and 
M2 is the horizontal (.u) dcflection. 

In the component testcr. the frequencies a t  which the 
vector rotates in the circlcs a>-e identical. since they are 
derived from the same signal. Thc diameter of thc circles 
is a measure of the peak levels of thc signals. 

In Fig. AI it  is assurnecl that the phases of the two sig- 
nals are identical. which is the case when tlie component 
on test is a pul-e resistance. Th? resultant of the two 
fr~nciions isa diagonal line. Since thevoltage is represented 
h? the x-axis and the current by the y-axis. the value of 
the resistance is calrulatrd hy summingthe X and y-valu~s. 

When the test signal is applied to a pure caparitance 
or pure inductance. there is a phase shift of 90'. T i e  si- 
nr~widal voltage is ronrdinated wit11 a cosinrtsoidal cur- 
I-rnt that  is +90' out of phase w.r.t. the voltage in the 
case o f a  pure inductance and -90' in case of a pure ca- 
pacitance. In these cases. the cartesian equations are: 

w = o sin (otl 
and 

y = h ros lorl. 
The resultant is: 

x2 + = R2. 
Since 

sinV(,~ll + cos2 (oll = 1. 
this may he written as: 
In sin [ r r ~ t ) ] ~ / a ~  + [l> cos ( i ~ ~ f ) ] * / b ~  = 1. 
from which may he derived: 

.vr/al + y*/b2 = 1. 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ p p ~ ~ p p ~ ~  - 

R,, = Zros  p 
and 

X,, = Z sin p. 

The value of the inclurtor or capacitor is ealrulated from 
the computed value of the reactanre: 

c =  l/2lT(x 
and 

L = X/2nJ 
To determine whether the c.o.t. is a capacitance or an 

inductance. the oscilloscope must he set to the time base 
position. I f  U2 lags LrI, the c.0.t. is a capacitor: if it leads. 
the r.0.t. is an inductor. 

daries. 15 V. 4.5 VA each (for in- from Dau Ltd. telephone (01243) 
stance. Velleman 2150050M from 553 03  1 
Mapiin) 1 off enclosure. 60x150~132 mm 

F, = fuseholder (preferably integral in (23/sx57/gx53/~6 in1 
mains ently) with 50 mA slow fuse 1 off PCB Order no. 960032 (see p.70) 

1 off heat sink for IC2. 20 K W-', for [9600321 
instance. Fischer FK222/SA-220 
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530.00 MINIMUM ORDER 
11PO-17 3 r 2 r 3 2 11 2 95 
LIPB.18 3 x 4  x 3  290 350 
l.lVB-19 3 x 6 ~ 3  4.20 490 
P1DB-20 3 x 8  x 3  4 65 5 4 1  Australia 1800-12-8491 U.K. 0800-96-7106 
MPB-21 4 x 6 ~ 3  4 5 5  5.15 
L1PB~22 4 x  1 0 x 3  1.75 5 1 5  

U.S. & Canada (Mexico dial 95+)  800-551-2749 
E1PB.23 4 x l 2 r 3  5 7 0  6.30 Call 800-634-3457 (U.S. 8 Canada) or 702-565-3400 

IF AN ADVERT 
IS IN PRINT, 

IS IT PROPER? 
hlusl adivrllsrmrlllb am 

perfectly pmprr :\lruar? not. 
The A d v ~ r t l s i n ~  Sland;~rds 

Autho~it> not only mnnltors 
over R50 advcrtlsrrnents cvery 
monlh.  It ensures compllancc 
w l t h  the rules i n  thr slrlct 
C O ~ C  ol:\dv~~tlslne. Practice. 

SO when you qucstion 
an advertiser. thry harc to 
answcr to US. 

Ib Andoutmoreaboutthe 
mle ol !h? .AS.\, pleasewrlle to 

Dept X. RmolHousc. 
m~clng ton  Place. 

London WClE  711Y. 

ASA 
l h t s ~ p a r r l ~ d o n m l r d I m I h r l o l t ~ r r ~ l 8  
.rhtgn ~ t . n d s r d ~ ~ n ~ d w n ~ v r m ~ n t ~ .  

rigures t a  
n this box . . 

iistor. Sets 
l= l mnA\ 

Figure E 
,.hs, r"tti.r 

tings mere 
1-1. 
34 pertain: 
rrr I I I P T P  f 

2 n? ca- 
10 kHz: 

48 diode. 
r i =  i n v .  

,,<,c, .*,TA '. ,., ,,,,,,..,, ..-.-., = l kHz: L - .- 
I-= I 0  m A , i 7 - 1 .  

Figure B5  refel-r 
(8.2 V. 500 mW1. ' 
f = l k H z : U = I O \ ' : l = ~ u n l .  

[er diode 
i$s were . . . l  

results on scunnaru c u ~ ~ ~ p o ~ l r ~ l ~ s  
given. The curves on your oscilloscope 
should he I-oughly in acrord with the 
figures shown here. Note. howex.er. 
that their shape depends on the oscil- 
loscope settings. 

Figure B1 pertaii 
pacitor. The setting! 
U =  l O \ i :  i =  l ]A\ .. F- Figure B2 refers to a 2.2 m1-l i n d u c  B2 1 
tor. The settings were.f= 1 kHz; U= 5 V: 
I=  I0 mAV-1, The rneasurernent shows ~ 
that the inductor has a series resistance 
of about 32  Q. resulting in a phase 
shift of around 22". 

Figure H3 relates to a 10 kR re- i 
-.E0 

! 

i 
Fig. 5. The finished prototype board of I 

the passive-component tester. i 
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